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ABSTRACT
Economic rebound effect is the phenomenon in which price reduction in products and
services, induced by energy efficiency increase will cause more consumption leading to
an "eat away" of the potential decreases in energy usage. Several researchers have
expressed their views on the existence of the effect and the related consequences of such
an effect in the micro economic scale. It is recognized that the microeconomic rebound
effect will depend on how the price of a good will vary when an efficiency increase is
brought about and also on how the quantity consumed may vary when the price changes
by a certain amount. A mathematical formulation for this effect is then developed and the
two parameters required are found separately for two relevant sectors of the economy. In
the first case, the rebound effect is evaluated for the US Aluminum production sector
taking into consideration both primary and secondary production. Several models for
determining the price elasticity of demand are developed and the share of energy cost in
total costs is also found in order to estimate the rebound. The values indicate very low
rebound effect in the aluminum industry. A similar trial is conducted for system wide U.S
air travel and the rebound estimates are arrived at. Low to moderate take back is observed
in this case due to the increased price elasticity unlike the aluminum case where a very
low price elasticity of demand pulled down rebound values. In the final sections of the
report, discussions including the future trends in rebound effect in the wake of the higher
fuel prices and low cost product introduction etc are made. A qualitative description of
the macroeconomic rebound effect is also made and conclusions regarding the presence
and significance of this effect are drawn. In summarizing it is inferred that even if the
rebound effect is statistically significant, it cannot be big enough to completely mask the
gains in efficiency improvement. Hence efficiency improvement is inferred as a definite
method to decrease energy usage despite the fact that it has its own effectiveness limit set
by the rebound.
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Chapter 1. Introduction to Economic Rebound Effect
Trends in energy consumption and efficiency:
The word "Energy" is the buzz word in every country's economy today. The bulk of the
energy required for keeping the world alive is derived from fossil fuel sources. Increasing
concerns of green house gas emissions from fossil fuel energy sources, and in general our
increased dependence on fossil fuel derived energy has always pushed technologists to
seek methods in order to increase energy efficiency, in every process using energy. It
may be known that most of the efforts in the technological frontier are motivated by
economic needs, the whole effort to increase the energy efficiency of any process, has
economic implications as well, which will ultimately reduce the cost involved in the
process. This trend in increasing the energy efficiency through technological change has
been prevalent since the very beginning of the industrial revolution. During the early
periods of industrial revolution, energy efficiency increase and noxious emissions control
was less of a concern as technologists mostly concentrated on developing the newer
equipment and gadgets which the world then asked for. With the progress of time, and
the realization of the scarcity of fossil fuel resources, increased attention was given to
improving energy efficiency.
Another phenomenon which has been widely observed is the perpetual penchant for firms
to increase production quantity and hence obtain the many benefits of adopting
economies of scale. With increase in production, the fixed costs and one time expenses
for the firm get distributed over increased volumes of output thus decreasing prices of the
products. In the micro level, this will better the financial position of the profit
maximizing firm and hence a firm will prefer to produce more quantity whenever the
demand at the offered price increases. The basic law of demand theorizes that with
increase in demand from the customer, the supplier will offer every additional product
output at a lower price than the price for the previous product. This implies that for a firm
whose production has increased, its own raw material suppliers will provide the firm with
necessary raw material stock, at lower and lower price per product with increase in the
quantity. This will further add to the benefits obtained from achieving economies of
scale.
Given that the trend in the production is generally increasing due to increases in
population and affluence, the question arises as to whether the net energy usage for all the
activities under macroeconomic boundaries, decrease in order to reduce the impact on
environment. The answer to the question may be given based on the knowledge of the
magnitude of the increase in production compared to the magnitude of increase in the
energy efficiency. The famous IPAT identity gives a decomposed representation of the
eco impact in terms of population, affluence and technology parameters:
Production ImpactImpact = Population x x
Population Production
The final term in the identity gives an idea of the technology factor which describes the
energy used or greenhouse gas emitted per unit production. The 2 nd term describes the
economic affluence or the consumed quantity per head. The identity gives a convenient
way to split the effect into its constituent causes and hence focus more on the individual
aspects of sustainability.
At this juncture, it may be useful to make a mention about the term eco-efficiency
(energy efficiency in the present case). Efficiency in this context is defined as
productionEfficiency = . It is a measure of how much production is achieved for
energy usage
every unit input of energy. The inverse of this efficiency may be the impact parameter
which describes the amount of energy consumed for achieving a desired number of units
production.
Using these defined terms, the IPAT identity previously mentioned can be re written in a
different form:
1
Impact = Production x
Efficiency
If the objective is the reduction of impact over time, then it can be mentioned that it
would be achieved only when the rate of increase of production is less than the rate of
increase in efficiency. It is to be noted that both the terms are in fact not independent, but
are linked to one another through the bridge of economics.
By the words "bridge of economics" we mean that the energy efficiency will influence
the price of any good or service, and that the price of the good has a decisive role in
determining the consumption as the consumers make their decision of how much to
consume only based on the price often and rarely based on environmental damage
indicators. It needs to be acknowledged that the pace with which the efficiency and
production increases depends on the individual good or service. Hence the trends in the
eco impact for a product or service boils down finally to the economic parameters which
define demand and the energy use parameters which determine the price of the good or
service.
Rebound effect defined:
It is only at this point we can clearly understand the phenomenon of economic rebound.
The concept stems from an attempt to answer the question "Can efficiency improvement
lead to truly decreased energy consumption?" Energy efficiency increase, apart from
decreasing the impact per product produced also decreases the cost of the product. In a
market economy setting with perfect competition, the energy cost decrease will motivate
the individual firms to decrease the price in order to leverage on the market potential. The
price decreases may hence cause further purchase of the goods and services by the
customers. The increase in demand when price is decreased occurs due to two effects on
the consumers: 1. The income effect, 2. The substitution effect.
The income effect is the phenomenon in which new classes of potential customers are
created due to the price decrease thus increasing the net consumption. As an example,
when the air travel ticket price decreases by the introduction of low cost carriers, people
who have previously not had a chance to travel by air start to purchase airline services as
now air travel is affordable and within their budget constraints. The second effect which
is the substitution effect explains that people who consume similar goods change their
preferences when one of the good's price changes. They consume less of the costly good
and more of the cheaper good. As an example in a substitution scenario in the metals
market, Aluminum and steel are competing goods in several cases like automotive
applications. Any increase in steel price will lead the consumers to switch over to using
more aluminum and vice versa. Thus the consumption of aluminum increases due to
substitution.
Noting the presence of these two phenomenons in characterizing demand, it may be
possible to define economic rebound effect in more formal terms. It is the increase in
production and energy consumption due to decreases in price which is brought about
because of efficiency improvements. It is sometimes referred to as the "take back" effect
as it decreases the potential savings in the energy due to increased consumption and eats
away some of the good effect even if it doesn't dominate the good effect of decreasing
energy consumption.
It is essential to distinguish between the various forms of rebound in order to better
understand the concept. Any increase in the energy efficiency will lead to cost savings
and hence price discounts to the consumers. The rebound effect now depends only on
how the savings in the price appearing as extra money with the customers is spent. If the
saved money is spent on purchasing more of the same good or service, then it is termed
as direct rebound. In another case, the saved money may be spent on purchasing more of
another good or service belonging to a sector which consumes more energy. In this case
the net energy consumption may increase even more leading to what is known as the
indirect rebound. A similar economy wide increase in the energy consumed due to price
discounts and savings as a sum total is classified as the macroeconomic rebound effect.
It often is difficult to characterize the macroeconomic rebound effect as predicting where
the saved money will end up is an onerous task. Although possible by observing and
characterizing the general spending patterns, it may be difficult to predict the flow of the
saved money and its recirculation in system wide context. Hence attempts in estimating
the rebound are often made in the microeconomic scale and predictions on
macroeconomic effects are then stated based on the magnitude of the microeconomic
values.
A similar attempt is tried in the present work. In the first place a formulation is developed
for finding the microeconomic rebound effect. As it was mentioned, the microeconomic
rebound effect depends on how an efficiency increase will decrease the price and also on
the manner in which a decrease in price will increase the demand. Consider the case
when the energy efficiency of a process to produce a good or service is doubled from its
previous value, owing to technological changes. If we know what the change in the cost
is for the producing firm after the efficiency improvement, we can get an idea of the price
discount that the firm might offer under a given set of market conditions. Ideally in a
perfect competition amongst producing firms, it can be assumed that all the cost
reductions may be offered to the consumers as price reduction as it can be assumed that
the technology change is quickly adapted by competing firms too, who may decrease the
price in a future date to leverage market potential. As the firms in perfect competition
decrease the price, the consumers may buy more of the product or service, in accordance
with the markets demand function for that product. The demand function is an expression
which relates the quantity consumed by the market under a given set of conditions such
as price of the product, price of the competing substitutes, people's tastes, and
consumers' income or spending power etc. The important econometric parameter used
for explaining the change in the demand as the price varies is the price elasticity of
demand. It is the ratio between the percentage change in the quantity demanded when
there is a unit percentage change in the price of the good or service keeping all other
variables such as consumer tastes, substitute product pricing, consumer income etc
constant.
Thus by using these two parameters namely, the price elasticity of demand and the
measure of change in the price for a given change in the efficiency, the rebound effect in
the economy can be estimated in the micro scale. The formula for rebound hence
becomes:
dQ/ Q * dP- P =Microeconomic Rebound effect
dP/ P dq / r
This formulation implicitly makes a few assumptions:
1. All decreases in costs for the firm are transferred to the consumers as decreases in
price, under the condition of perfect competition amongst producing firms.
2. All decreases in price of the product are used for buying more of the same product or
service. This assumption is made on the basis of axioms of consumer preference which
gives the non-satiation and utility maximization under a given budget constraint as its
salient points.
3. There exists no other change in the demand conditions such as variations in the
consumers' income, or price changes in the substitutes etc, which will shift the demand
curve.
Thus the rebound effect in the microeconomic scale can be evaluated with the help of the
formula given above. As both the terms have negative signs, the net rebound term has a
positive sign, indicating that any increase in the efficiency will increase the quantity
consumed. Further it may be good to note that, the term corresponding to the variation of
the price with increase in efficiency can be found by using a methodology of finding the
fuel cost and the revenue. A doubling of the energy efficiency will decrease the fuel bill
to half of the initial value when the production quantity is the same. Thus the change in
price of the product or service is one half of the fuel cost per unit output. From this the
percentage change in the price of the product can be found by dividing the change in
price by the original price of the product. This value represents the percentage change in
the price of the product when the efficiency is doubled .ie., when the efficiency change is
100%. Thus the formula for rebound stated above can be re written in a different form:
1 Initial fuel cost
price elasticity* (- ) = Micro economic Rebound effect
2
Initial revenue
In a more general sense, the rebound definition can be given for any amount of
percentage increase in efficiency, apart from just the doubling. Let us define the
following variables and their symbols:
p = price per unit
f = fuelcost per unit output
e = cost per unit(except fuelcos t)
q = ecoefficiency, measured in units of output per unit fuel input
x = percentage efficiency improvement frominitial = 2 - q1
771
k = total fuel price per unit fuel
the state before the efficiency improvement is 1 and the state after efficiency
improvement is '2'
here, p = f + e hence, Ap = Af as 'e' is constant, as they are all other costs other than
fuel cost per unit output.
Dividing the above two relations, = Af .......... [eqn 1.1]
p f+e
It is also to be noted that,
k fuel price per unit of fuelf = -; here the total fuel cos t per unit= fuelpriceperunitoffuel
q output unit of fuel consumed
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from eqn 1.1, Ap Af Ap - x f
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7 A 77/q x 1+x f+e
This can be multiplied with the price elasticity of demand for obtaining the rebound
effect. If we substitute x=1 for the case of the doubling of the efficiency, then the relation
Ap/p- 1 , reduces to - 1, fuel cos t initial which is the
Aq 1 1+x f +e 2 total cos t of the product'
representation of the previous relation made for the special case.
It is also important to note that this product is only the increase in the quantity consumed
and is not representing the change in the energy consumed. To find the change in the
energy consumed the following calculation should be performed. If the initial impact per
unit production was I1 and the impact per unit output after the efficiency doubling is 12,
subscript 1 indicates the initial condition before the efficiency improvements, and
subscript 2 indicates the condition after the increase in the efficiency is brought about for
all the variables
The total energy consumed initially is QiI1
The increase in the demand quantity when the price falls due to efficiency decrease is R -
indicating rebound effect
This implies that (1+R)QI will be the quantity after efficiency increase.
The total energy consumed after the efficiency increase is (1+R)Q 1 * 11/2
1+R
1±R *Qj2
Actually, if there was no rebound, the energy usage would have been: Q111/2.
Hence there is an R% eat away of the potential benefit, which is termed as the rebound.
Thus if the value of R is greater than 1 then the net consumed energy would have
effectively increased. This implies that the effect of rebound has swallowed the effect of
th
e efficiency improvement thus resulting in a net energy consumption increase.
Sectors of the economy for which rebound is evaluated in this study
As it was mentioned earlier, the microeconomic rebound effect varies with the price
elasticity of demand and the share of the total costs spent towards energy. These two
parameters vary widely between the products and services in an economy. Thus the
rebound effect should be calculated separately for different sectors. Further it may be
noted that the rebound effect will be high in the case where the price elasticity of demand
and the share of energy cost in the total cost both are simultaneously high. There exist
sectors of the economy where both of these quantities may be high enough. The airline
travel may be one of the examples. Air travel is said to be quite elastic in its demand at
least in the domestic leisure travel market where the bulk of the traveling is made.
Moreover, fuel expenses constitute a major share of the costs for an airline firm as the
aircrafts consume fuel in high quantities and given that the fuel price is constantly
increasing. Owing to these reasons, air travel is considered as one of the sectors for which
the rebound is computed.
Apart from air travel, the Aluminum production industry is also a sector which may
potentially satisfy the conditions necessary for the existence of high enough rebound. It is
known that primary aluminum production is a very energy intensive step and the bulk of
the costs for the industry are constituted by energy expenses. Although the price elasticity
for aluminum is not expected to be too high, an attempt is made to observe how much the
rebound effect may be in some similar situations.
Several other sectors like electricity generation from fossil fuel sources, motor vehicle
transport, Nitrogen fertilizer making and iron smelting and steel making, etc have a bulk
of their expenses attributed to fuel costs, not many of the sectors may have high enough
price elasticity of demand for the rebound effect to be significantly high. Thus the
rebound in the sectors other than the air travel and aluminum industry is discussed briefly
in the final part of the work.
Principal Objectives of the study:
The primary aim of the study is to clearly ascertain if the rebound effect if at all exists as
a statistically significant figure. Although the theoretical integrity of the concept is
proven, it needs to be found out whether in the present scenario and in the future, the
rebound effect may ever exists and if so to roughly what extent. It is understood that the
computation of macroeconomic rebound effect may in itself be a difficult task to
accomplish, predictions and the general trend in the macroeconomic effect can be made.
The initial part of the work will include a thorough analysis of the literature and the
various economists' and conservationists' opinions on the effect. The work will also
include the detailed analysis of the airline and aluminum industries and estimation of
microeconomic rebound effect in these two sectors.
Further several discussions on different topics pertaining to the accuracy of the price
elasticity of demand estimates, and the trends price elasticity of demand may take in the
future etc are made.
In essence, the study strives to make an authoritative summary of the rebound effect and
give logically sound estimates under different conditions in order to aid policy making
strategies.
Chapter 2. Literature Survey
Several heated arguments supporting and opposing the very fact of existence of the
rebound effect have been made in the past two decades. The side supporting the existence
of rebound effect, the economists have put forward ideas which explain that any increase
in the efficiency will only increase the energy usage in the long run, citing the empirical
evidence suggested by the increases in energy consumption and energy efficiency in the
past. On the other hand, the conservationists who are mostly technologists and engineers
have opposed the existence of rebound as they consider that the energy conservation has
the potential to reduce energy needs considerably although they do acknowledge the fact
that allied cost savings would increase consumption to a small extent. They have argued
that the rebound effect even if theoretically existent will be statistically insignificant and
will only lead to trivial changes. The main speakers on this topic have been, Daniel
Khazzoom, Leonard Brookes, Harry Saunders and Herbert Inhaber, all supporting the
existence of rebound effect. Several other expert publications by researchers like Loma
Greening and David Greene commissioned by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA,
have given mixed feelings about the phenomenon along with some important results. The
conservationists group on the other hand consists of researchers like Michael Grubb,
Amory Lovins, Richard Howarth and Lee Schipper etc. It is also to be recognized that,
most senior economists, policy makers and energy conservation experts have not
involved themselves in the discussion and many others remain clueless about whether
rebound ever exists or not. However it is for sure that the idea has come a long way from
showing itself only in obscure energy journals a few decades back to being more widely
known today. The result of the discussion has produced some polemics such as the US
book by Herbert Inhaber entitled Why Energy Conservation Fails, which argues, with the
aid of an extensive bibliography, that mandated energy efficiency programs are a waste
of time and effort. Discussions on the rebound effect have also taken the center stage in
several energy economics conferences in the past several years.
The conception and development of the theory:
It may be interesting to look at the very conception of this idea and its spread in order to
trace back the different opinions of the two sides in support of their arguments and hence
see how their results can help the present study. The concept was first observed by
Stanley Jevons in his classic work "The Coal Question", first published in 1865[Ref 1.2].
Jevons in his paper argues that
'it is a confusion of ideas to suppose that the economical use of fuel is equivalent to
diminished consumption. The very contrary is the truth'. He points out that 'the reduction
of the consumption of coal, per ton of iron, to less than one third of its former amount,
was followed, in Scotland, by a ten fold increase in total consumption, between the years
1830 and 1863, not to speak of the indirect effect of cheap iron in accelerating other
coal-consuming branches of industry'
After a rather long hiatus in the discussion, interest was renewed in the late 1970s when it
was tried to answer the question if the promotion of energy efficiency (at the micro level)
reduce energy consumption (at the macro level)'? By micro level and macro level here we
mean the firm level and the national aggregate level respectively.
It was in 1979 and 1980 when Khazzoom [Ref 2.2] and Len Brookes [ref 3.2] attempted
to explain that the energy efficiency increases may not always lead to net decreases in the
energy consumption in the macro scale. They were guided by historical data which
showed that the energy efficiency in most of the sectors of the economy was rising and
yet the energy consumption was also on the increase. From several other subsequent
publications by Khazzoom and Brookes through out the 1980s and 1990s [Ref 4.2, 5.2,
6.2, 7.2, 8.2], the idea of the existence of rebound effect was well understood by many.
In spite of the fact that Jevons, Khazzoom and Brookes had put forward the idea, it was
the introduction of Harry Saunders in 1992[ref 9.2] with the publication of his seminal
papers, that the idea brought in newer thoughts into the debate. The major difference
between the original thinkers namely, Khazzoom and Brookes and Saunders was that the
latter had dealt with explaining the phenomenon through more intuitive and logical
explanations whereas Saunders was more mathematical in his approach. The
mathematical dealing brought in economists like Richard Howarth into the debate with
his several arguments denying the existence of any such effect. Saunders was the first to
name the rebound effect as Khazzoom-Brookes Postulate recognizing the fact that the
duo was the first to pioneer in the research of the phenomenon. The KB postulate may be
described as "those energy efficiency improvements that, on the broadest considerations,
are economically justified at the micro level lead to higher levels of energy consumption
at the macro level than in the absence of such improvements". Saunders' paper claimed to
show that postulate was consistent with neo-classical growth theory which he had
applied, over a wide range of assumptions. The KB postulate argued against the views of
conservationists - those promoting energy efficiency as a means of reducing energy
consumption - that one can identify every little benefit from each individual act of energy
efficiency and then aggregate them all to produce a macroeconomic total. In essence, the
postulate adopts a macroeconomic (top down) approach rather than the microeconomic
(bottom up) approach used by conservationists. It warns that although it is possible to
reduce energy consumption through improved energy efficiency it would be at the
expense of loss of economic output. In other words, the proponents of the rebound idea
suggest that the net decreases in the energy consumption can be achieved not just by
increasing energy efficiency but also by the use of the correct market instruments by
governing bodies like the introduction of taxation and cap and trade systems for limiting
the increase in the consumption of any good or service upon price decrease due to
efficiency improvement. After all, the good or service consumption increase may be
treated as the reason for the increase in the energy consumption and the good or service
consumption is increased only due to the decreases in product price brought about by
efficiency increases. Hence if it is possible to prevent the product price from falling in
spite of the cost decrease due to efficiency increase, the consumption may stay the same
accompanied with an efficiency increase leading to a real net reduction in the total energy
usage. The mechanism of preventing the prices from falling as suggested by the rebound
proponents is, by the use of appropriate taxes and cutting of subsidies.
Opinion of conservationist:
The KB postulate is vigorously disputed by environmentalists. The major clashes have
been of Michael Grubb [Ref 11.2, 12.2] with Len Brookes [ref 5.2,6.2]; Amory Lovins
[Ref 13.2] with Daniel Khazzoom [Ref 7.2]. Grubb and Lovins have argued that the shift
towards the service economy and the large technical potential for energy efficiency
(Lovins [Ref 14.2], Olivier [ref 15.2]; Weizsacker [ref 16.2]) will result in reduced
national energy use in the future.
In reflecting on the idea of rebound, Richard Howarth who made important expressions
denying the existence of rebound, writes[Ref 17.2] that Brookes has put forward this
hypothesis as a general claim without accompanying caveats, and that it does not hold
under most conditions. Similarly he disagrees with the conclusions of Saunders' [ref 9.2]
analysis, saying that Saunders does not consider the distinction between energy use and
energy services.... The conclusion of Howarth's analysis is that ...the macroeconomic
feedbacks of energy efficiency may be less substantial than Saunders' initial study
suggests...
Howarth in his 1997 paper builds a mathematical model to distinguish between the
effects of energy services and energy use. By the use of his model he goes to prove that
Saunders' estimate of the rebound (1992) from Ref 9.2 is an overestimate and the actual
rebound values are far less and are statistically insignificant. However in replying [Ref
18.2] to Howarth's comments on his previous paper, Saunders acknowledges the veracity
of Howarth's logic in the discussion. However Saunders suggests a better modification to
the modeling method used by Howarth to model energy services and energy use. As
reported by Saunders, when the modification is made, the rebound effect re appears as a
significantly large effect. Hence it can be learnt that there exists differences between the
two groups on even the method that may be used for estimating the effect.
Also in this dialogue are researchers like Schipper, Lorna Greening, and David Greene
who are more interested in finding empirical evidence to support their theory that the
rebound effect is negligible. Schipper in his 1998 paper [Ref 19.2] with Grubb points out
that there exists very little importance of feedback effects in mature sectors of the
economy and the main reasons for increase in the energy consumption are the increase of
population and affluence of the people. The role of energy efficiency improvement in
increasing the consumption is small and owing to this they conclude that energy
efficiency improvement has only done more good than bad. In the same paper, Schipper
and Grubb think that the emphasis given to energy efficiency policies may be mistaken.
They conclude:
More generally, our observations, suggest that the whole rebound debate may have
overestimated the importance of energy in determining the mix of human and economic
activities in an economy...
If energy and climate matters, it seems better to internalize our concerns, however
difficult they are to express as prices, in carbon and other green taxes.....
Greening and Greene [Ref 20.2] have also conducted a similar study by using several
methods to view the trend in the consumption of various energy intensities. They state the
following in support of the existence of rebound:
...gains in the efficiency of energy consumption will result in the effective reduction in the
per unit price of energy consumption for both firms and consumers. As a result,
consumption of energy should increase, partially offsetting the impact of the efficiency
gains on fuel use
However after looking at extensive evidence on the micro level and highly uncertain
evidence at the macro level, they conclude that:
"...most or all of any reductions in energy use or carbon emissions are not lost to
changes in behavior. This leads us to the conclusion that the rebound is not high enough
to mitigate the importance of energy efficiency as a way of reducing carbon emissions.
However, climate policies that rely only on energy efficiency technologies may need
reinforcement by market instruments such as fuel taxes and other incentive mechanisms.
Without such mechanisms, a significant portion of the technological achievable carbon
and energy savings could be lost to the rebound"
In their 2000 paper in energy economics, Greening and Greene [Ref 21.2], look for
empirical evidence for rebound for different sectors of the economy. In certain sectors
like Residential space heating, their rebound estimates are around 8-12%. In other
residential end use sectors like residential cooling, the rebound estimates are even as high
as 50%. This may be attributed to the higher price elasticity of demand for residential
cooling when compared to residential heating. Whereas heating may be considered as
essential, cooling more often falls in the category of optional luxury product in the
residential energy use sector. In other energy use areas such as personal transportation,
they predict rebound values anywhere between 20-50% based on a Meta analysis taking
several studies made in the US into consideration. They also attempt to estimate an
economy wide energy increase due to the increase in the efficiency. Their estimate is a
tiny 0.48% even after considering the return of saved money into sectors of the economy
which are too energy intensive. Hence they conclude in their latest study that the system
wide energy increase may be negligibly small that the rebound effect cannot potentially
lessen the importance of energy conservation.
Inferences from the literature:
The debate between the two groups namely the energy economists who believe that there
exists significant rebound in the economy; and the conservationists who support the
efficiency improvement policies, has been so fierce only because of the fact that the
presence of the rebound effect and its magnitude is not something that can be obtained
from social experimentation. Typically in several economy related quests, social
scientists conduct societal experiments which may be anything from observing the effect
of a policy change to critically designed experiments with multiple effect bearing groups.
Unfortunately there exists no known method in economic Meta experimentation which
can be applied to find the material and energy consumption behavior and the effect of
energy efficiency in changing the energy intensity.
Further it should be learnt that the presence of rebound effect in the economy cannot be
generalized for all the sectors. The treatment of the study should be more sector-specific
in the likes of the study conducted by Greening et al (2000) [ref 21.2].
Apart from all of the mentioned seminal works in the field of Economic rebound, there
are several other recent articles which discuss the issue in a more detailed manner.
Another important consideration is that the energy economists supporting the argument
that rebound exists, stress on the fact that the calculation should be based on macro
economic approaches, as microeconomic rebound may not predict the exact magnitude.
A discussion on the more recent studies on the macroeconomic rebound effect and the
possible inferences of the macro scale effects from the current study in hand are made in
the chapters to come.
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Chapter 3. Rebound in the US aluminum industry:
Economic rebound effect is a measure of how the production of a commodity increases
when a price cut due to energy efficiency increase is brought about. The computation of
rebound hence involves the knowledge of how a general price decrease will increase
production, ie., the measure called price elasticity of demand. It also involves information
regarding how the price of a commodity will change when the energy efficiency of
production increases. In general the rebound effect can be quantified as the product of
these two terms, price elasticity of demand and the efficiency elasticity of price:
dQ/ Q dP/ P* dPIP here Q=production, P=price, eta=efficiency
dP/ P dq/ q
several initial assumptions are involved in the computation of this rebound:
1. All decrease in cost due to change in producer's efficiency are transferred to the
consumer in the form of price decrease. This happens in the case of perfect
competition as the competing companies will also attain similar levels of
efficiency increase and will decrease price to leverage on the market potential.
However if there are cartels amongst producers, all the cost reduction to the producers
will not be transferred as price reduction. In that case the predicted rebound will be an
overestimate of the actual rebound as the price will not reduce as much as expected
for a given efficiency increase. As the price does not decrease due to cartel formation,
the purchase quantity will not increase despite the efficiency increases and cost
reductions at the producer end. Hence the rebound estimate predicted will be a
maximum possible value.
2. The consumer behavior and demand curves data available are applicable to the
values of decreased prices also. In effect we assume that there is no shift in the
demand curve when the price decreases due to efficiency increases. This happens
when all the other parameters such as raw material costs, labor costs etc are kept
constant and the energy cost alone decreases due to efficiency increase.
3. The quantity supplied and quantities demanded are equal. That implies that there
is no excess stock and all products made are sold.
Other assumptions made are explained where ever they applied.
General Methadology for computing rebound: Aluminum production in US
As mentioned earlier, the two terms price elasticity of demand and the efficiency
elasticity of price are to be evaluated separately and then multiplied to obtain the
rebound:
Price elasticity of demand:
Price elasticity measure can generally be computed with the knowledge of the price and
quantity data for a commodity over time. A simple cost function such as a Cobb Douglas
model, can be assumed for relating the price and quantity data.
The definition of price elasticity requires that all the parameters except price to be kept
constant and observing the demand at different price levels. However this cannot be
assured in the time series data, as this case is not a designed experiment, rather it is a
social experiment in which other factors such as consumer taste and income; input prices
and related factors also vary along with time. Hence the other variations should be
accounted for in the quantity demanded due to factors other than the price change.
The assumed Cobb-Douglas form is
Price=Marginal Cost of production= A = C1 * L QY B r E8 No
Here L = labor cost index, Q= demand quantity, B=bauxite price, E=Electricity price,
N=natural gas price Cl is a constant. A is aluminum price. Several other parameters may
also influence the cost to a firm making aluminum, however only these parameters are
assumed in our model as these are the most significant ones. Other factors such as fuel oil
price, diesel price etc which are minor inputs in the production process are neglected.
We can now transpose the Q and P between the lefthand and right hand sides of the
equation and get a generalized form of the quantity produced as a function of the other
variables.
Q= C * L ABbEN ........... [1]
Here l,a,b,e,n are the elasticities of variation in quantity with variation in labor cost,
aluminum price, bauxite cost, electricity cost, and natural gas cost respectively. The price
elasticity of demand will hence be the exponent 'a'
It follows from intuition, that a firm manufacturing aluminum in the case of a perfect
competition will decide how much to produce based on these parameters. The firm being
in a perfect competition, will be a price taker. The price of aluminum 'A' at any instant
will determine how much the firm can afford to produce. The different other factor inputs
namely, the labor cost, the raw material cost and the energy costs are also considerations
when the firm decides on the quantity that it plans to produce.
It is critical to note here the usage of some of the important assumptions:
1. A profit maximizing firm will set its marginal revenue equal to the marginal cost. This
assumption is validated by the following explanation. The marginal profit is defined as
the difference between the marginal revenue and the marginal costs. Thus if the marginal
revenue for a firm is more than the marginal cost then the marginal profit is more than
zero leading to the conclusion that the profit in that regime increases with increasing
quantity.
Further if the marginal revenue is less than the marginal cost, then the marginal profit is
negative and that means the profit is decreasing with every extra unit that is produced.
Hence these two cases suggest that the marginal revenue should be set to the marginal
cost so that the profit is maximized as the point of local maxima exists when the




Fig [1.3]: Explanation of the fact that marginal revenue=Marginal cost for profit
maximization
The following points are also to be noted with regard to this formulation:
1. The actual costs to the producer are not required in this case and only an index of
the cost is required as the constant C takes care of the scaled up or scaled down
factor, and hence the values of elasticities are not affected during computation if
scaled values for the inputs are used. However it is assumed that the scale factor is
constant with time.
As an example, the actual labor cost for the aluminum industry per unit of output is
not an easy quantity to obtain. Hence indices of the labor cost keeping labor cost of
year 1997 as 100 can be obtained from ref[1.3] and thus the computation can be
performed. The scale factor which is a scalar number can be accounted for by the
presence of the constant in the Cobb-douglas model and it is assumed to be invariant
with any changes in the labor price.
2. Units and dimensions on the right hand side and the left hand sides of the
equation cannot be effectively estimated as a) the powers are unknown before
computation, b) even after computation, the unit of the constant term is
indeterminate and hence this empirical formulation cannot be used for checking
the dimensions on both sides.
3. In answering a question on how a measure of production can be introduced in the
equation, it is obvious that only the quantity term there gives the ability for the
equation to estimate the price elasticity of demand. Explaining further, there are
effects of economies of scale, in this case where the marginal cost is expected to
fall as the quantity demanded increases. Hence we may expect initially that the
exponent 'a' be negative. The expectation that the marginal cost falls with
increase in demand is stemming from the fact that all the inputs are expected to be
obtained at lower costs when bought in bulk quantities. Further, Considine[2] in
his publication has assumed a generalized cost function for defining the
relationship with the price and quantity variations to determine elasticity. In his
formulation of the cost function, quantity data is also used and is input in the cost
function as a parameter. Although the form of the cost function in the present case
is different from that of considine[2], the idea that the quantity can be included in
the cost function has been taken reference from that publication.
4. Here the assumption that price and marginal cost of production are equal is made,
in accordance with the fact that there exists perfect competition in the market and
there are no cartels. If the price is set above the marginal cost of production, then
there is incentive for another similar firm to reduce the price and gain more
market share. Hence in a perfect competition, it is possible to assume that the
marginal cost and price are equal.
Hence from the above mentioned assumptions, it follows that the marginal
cost=marginal revenue= price of the product. Thus it is legitimate to theorize that the
quantity produced by each firm is dependent on the price and the input cost factors
and so the quantity can be written in the functional form as mentioned in equation[ 1].
Further the elasticity parameter 'a' that we obtain, which is the exponent of the
aluminum price factor in equation [1] is actually the price elasticity of demand and
not the supply elasticity. This is because, the equation now explains how the quantity
produced (which is also the quantity consumed) changes when the price changes.
This is precisely the definition of the price elasticity of demand.
Table [1.3] : The data used for the computation of the elasticity is shown here below:
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The data set used represents the factor input values for the years 1987-2004 all collected
from different data sources. The labor price index is a measure of how much the labor
cost has changed relatively over the years for the aluminum industry in particular. For
this purpose the comparative labor cost for the year 1997 has been indexed to 100. The
data for the quantity of aluminum consumed is computed as the apparent consumption
which is calculated from data on the net primary and secondary production, net imports
and exports in a particular year. The aluminum price data used is the average price of
ingot aluminum in the US market. Similarly electricity and natural gas prices are
computed as yearly average price for industrial delivery of the respective goods with the
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average taken from all the US states. In a similar method, bauxite prices are also
computed as yearly averages. The prices for aluminum, bauxite, electricity and natural
gas have been deflated using CPI for year 1998 [data from Ref 7.3].
It is in fact true that the aluminum producer, be it primary smelter or secondary melter
gets the above mentioned input commodities like bauxite, electricity, natural gas etc at a
lower price than the market price. It is natural to reason out that the individual firm's
contract price will be lower than the market price as the firms may get volume discounts.
Further electricity which has by far the most value amongst the inputs for aluminum
smelting may be produced in house in a typical large scale smelter. The firm will
generally exploit hydroelectric power resources, by funding the building of such sources.
It will hence acquire much needed electricity in large amounts at far lower costs.
However, as mentioned earlier, only an indicator or index of the actual cost is necessary
for finding the exponents in equation [1]. It is assumed implicitly here that the contract
price for the firm for these input commodities, although lower than the market price, will
follow the same trend in the market price. This implies that the contract price subject to
short term revisions will be highly correlated to the general market price. A proposition
that the trend followed by the two prices will be same to a large extent is assumed in this
case. The difference between the cost to the firm and the market price for the
commodities shows up in the constant term and does not affect the exponent.
The original equation for the Cobb-Douglas function [1] has been modified to log
linearize by taking natural logarithms on both sides.
In Q = In C+ ]ln L + aln A + bln B+ eln E+ nln N ........ [2]
The terms in eqn [2] are similar to the terms in eqn [1]
A regression fit is then performed to obtain the value of 'a' which is the price elasticity
of demand for aluminum. After performing the analysis, it is found that a=-0.07341







Table [2.3] regression parameter estimates
The coefficient of determination of the regression, R2 is equal to 0.7882. The value of the
adjusted R2 is 0.7004 and is obtained after taking into account the number of independent
variables and the number of observations. In this case the number of independent
variables, p is 5 and the observations, n are 18 in number.
AdjR2 =- (-R2) n-
n-p-1
This value of the price elasticity of demand which is -0.07341 indicates that a 100%
decrease in the price of aluminum will result in a 7.34% increase in the consumption
quantity. It may further be noted that the values of the estimates for the coefficients are
subject to a prediction error. It is only meaningful to present these values as maximum
likelihood estimates and not exact predictors. However a standard error window for all of
these estimates can be computed from the principles of regression analysis. It may be
interesting to note the magnitude of the error window and the resulting bounds in which
these coefficients may lie for a required amount of confidence.
For the current model given in equation [2] an estimate of the variance of the model is
given by the following expression:
s 2  SR where SR is given by (Yobserved Yedictd) 2 ; s 2 is now an estimate of U2,
n-p
the model variance.
In general, for any multivariate regression model, involving n observations and p+1
parameters(including 1 constant and p independent variables) , the variance-covariance
matrix can be computed with the formula: [Ref 8.3]
V(b) =[XT X]- a 2
Here X is the n * p matrix of the independent variables, and V(b) is the variance of the
estimate. The term XTX is a square matrix and its inverse multiplied by the scalar
quantity 02 gives the variance in the estimates. The diagonal values of this matrix yields
the variance for the respective parameter estimates. A square root of this variance gives
the standard error involved in the coefficient. A (I- a) confidence interval can be then
constructed so as to predict the likely occurrence of the coefficient. The following
formula can be used in this regard:
Interval = estimate+ ta!/2V(b), where ta/ 2 represents the percentage points of the t-
distribution with a area under the curve lying to the right. The number of degrees of
freedom is n-p+1.
Here for the number of degrees of freedom to 12 and the corresponding t statistic of
1.356 for an 80% confidence interval, the values of the standard error can be found and
hence the lower and upper bounds can be evaluated:
Lower Upper
Estimate bound of bound of
from regression regression
V(b) SE=sqrt(V(b)) table[2.3] coefficient coefficient
I 0.251104 0.501103 -1.12237 -1.80187 -0.44287
a 0.011651 0.107939 -0.07341 -0.21978 0.072951
b 0.05303 0.230283 0.264544 -0.04772 0.576808
e 0.368555 0.607088 -1.98005 -2.80326 -1.15684
n 0.020421 0.142901 0.01805 -0.17572 0.211825
Ln(c) 8.623466 2.936574 23.67919 19.6972 27.66118
Table [3.3] standard errors in the coefficients and 80% confidence interval
For higher levels of confidence the intervals will be wider and will hence imply poorer
accuracy in the coefficients. It can be observed from table [2.3] that the estimates of the
coefficients 'n' and 'b' indicating the natural gas and bauxite price elasticities of
aluminum demand to be positive meaning that the aluminum demand will increase with
increase in the two commodity prices. Although the indication is only weak in the case of
natural gas price, this situation is not physically possible. This is explained by the
likelihood of the two estimates to lie more close to their respective lower bounds which
are negative numbers. Hence the error table [3.3] and the computation of the lower and
upper limits of the coefficients serve as an indicator of the meaningful values of the
coefficients. A similar approach to the price elasticity of the demand of aluminum
indicates that it can be anywhere between a maximum of 0.0729 and a minimum of
-0.2197 where in this case the upper bounds are impossible situations.
On the whole the demand is said to be quite inelastic for aluminum in this time interval as
the value of the estimate is quite low.
Considine[2] in his publication has arrived at a value of -0.299 for the year 1960 and
-0.197 for 1985. In that time interval it is worth to note that smaller price variations
triggered larger demand changes. Hence it is natural that the elasticity was higher.
However in the years that followed the market became more insensitive to price changes
and the elasticity value dropped. Thus our present value is a good estimate of the
elasticity.
The price-quantity trend during those times has been shown graphically below. It is to be
visually identified from the two graphs for the two different time intervals that the
general trend of the price-quantity curves is more flat in the former case than in the latter
case. Although the fitted lines in the two graphs do not represent any physical measure, it
guides to indicate the general nature of consumer behavior in the two study periods.
The second graph indicates a steeper curve implying more inelastic demand.
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Fig [2.3] Aluminum Price-quantity data for two different time intervals data from retf3.3]
Price elasticity of demand derived purely from the theory of consumer behaviour:
The method used in the previous section, uses a cost function approach to obtain the
nature of variation of the cost to a producing firm which in effect also describes the
nature of variation of the consumed quantity when the price is changed. The problem in
hand which is to find the demand elasticity can also be solved by following a purely
consumer theory approach. In this methodology, it is asserted that the consumer of a good
does not observe the various costs the producing firm may incur in any way other than
the price of the product. Hence the consumer's level of purchase or the quantity
consumed will depend on the price of the product. Further the consumer will also face a
decision problem in choosing amongst the available goods all of which may suit his need.
Hence the quantity of one good purchased will depend on the price of the competing and
complementing goods too. Moreover, the quantity will also depend on the net amount of
resources in hand which the consumer can exchange with the producer. In other words
the quantity consumed will be dependent on the income and purchasing power of the
consumer. Apart from this several other factors such as general consumer taste and
preference, brand names recognized by consumers etc., will also have an impact on the
demand of a product.
As a result of this axiomatic approach for explaining demand of the product, the
consumer theory principles can be applied to obtain the price elasticity of demand. In the
present case, for aluminum a social quasi experiment observing the price and quantity
data for a range of years has been performed. The downside of this social
experimentation is that it is unlike a designed experiment which may have different
parameters other than the required be kept unchanged and the variation in output can be
observed when just one of the parameters is changed. In the case of social experiments
such as the present case, other parameters such as competitive products' price, consumer
income and willingness to spend, extent of foreign trade in the product etc vary along
with the price of aluminum over the years. Hence it becomes particularly tricky to
explain the extent of effect of one of the influencing parameters alone on the quantity
consumed.
As an example, in the case of aluminum, the demand quantity every year may be
influenced by various parameters such as aluminum price, the price of the competing
good which is steel, the independent demand of the consumers such as the automotive
industry and the packaging industry, consumer taste and preference etc. It becomes
difficult to explain the effect of one parameter alone on the outcome as all the parameters
change with respect to time and the change in the quantity is induced not just due to the
change in its own price. Hence a method for taking into account the other factors along
with the change in the price is to be formulated. A linear regression analysis can be
performed taking into account the above mentioned parameters so as to account for the
demand quantity change due to changes in other related parameters apart from aluminum
price.
The various explanatory variables taken into consideration are:
Aluminum price Ap
Steel Price Sp
Number of light motor vehicles produced in US - a measure of the income to the
consumer of aluminum, Na
Average amount of aluminum used in one vehicle- a measure of extent of use, Ua
Number of drink cans sold in US- a measure of the income of the consumer of aluminum,
Nc
Consumer tastes and preferences are accounted for by the error term which may be
normally distributed.
The product of the number of light motor vehicles produced in US and the average
weight of aluminum used in every automobile gives a net measure of the amount of the
aluminum consumed by the automobile industry every year. This product Na*Ua is
termed as Una representing net usage of aluminum by the automobiles sold in US each
year.
It may be interesting to note that the usage of aluminum in US automobiles has increased
in a continuous fashion since 1985 due to the many advantages aluminum provides. As
an example, aluminum is very light in weight and at the same time gives strength as
much as steel. Hence with regards to the better strength to weight than steel, it serves as a
substitute for steel in automobile and aerospace applications. In passenger cars and light
motor vehicles every 10% decrease in weight will lead to a 10% gain in fuel economy.
Hence aluminum serves as an indispensable material in automobile application. Data
collected from the website autoaluminum.org [ref 9.3] provides information on how the
trend in the usage has been over the years. The data comes from a survey of popular light
motor vehicles over the past 30 years for the usage of aluminum in their construction.
Apart from the increased usage of aluminum, the number of automobiles produced in US
has also been subject to much change over time. Data on the production of passenger
cars, light trucks and heavy and medium trucks is obtained from the information provided
by the bureau of transportation statistics [ref 10.3]. The data is presented by the source as
monthly production of the three classes of vehicles mentioned above. For the purpose of
our analysis, the monthly data is summed up to obtain the yearly production and the total
composite vehicle production is evaluated by taking the sum of the number of vehicles
produced under the three varieties. Thus the total yearly US motor vehicle production is
evaluated and the data obtained is presented below graphically.
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Fig [3.3]: US motor vehicle production. Data from [ref 10.3]
Another important end user of aluminum in large amounts is the packaging industry
which uses aluminum to make cans and wraps. Aluminum finds use in food and beverage
cans, aerosol cans, and aluminum foil wraps etc. Obtained from both primary and
secondary aluminum sources, the packaging industry has also seen several changes in the
aluminum consumption over the years. As an indicator of the extent of aluminum usage
in packaging, data is collected on the production of aluminum cans for the purpose of
beverage packing from http://www.cancentral.com/ which is the website of the Can
manufacturers' institute [ref 11.3].
Data indicates that the production of aluminum cans has increased over the years leading
to more usage of aluminum. The data is represented graphically below:
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Fig [4.3] US Aluminum beverage cans production
Further data requirement of aluminum and steel prices and aluminum demand quantity on
a yearly frequency was fulfilled by reference of USGS website [Ref 3.3, 12.3]. These
prices were deflated using the CPI for 1998.
A multivariate regression model is developed for the purpose of explaining the nature of
variation of the demand over the years. The natural logarithm of all the input parameters
is used in order to log linearize and to obtain the price elasticity of demand for aluminum
directly from the regression coefficient. The formulation is:
In Q= aln A + b1n S + cln Ua + d1nN  + In C.....[3
where Q represents the predicted aluminum consumption in a particular year. The other
terms in the equation [3] have been explained earlier in the section.
This model is fitted for data collected from 1987 to 2001 for all the input parameters and
the value of the coefficient 'a' gives the price elasticity of demand directly.
The values for the various inputs are given and the regression coefficients for equation 3
are estimated. The results are given below along with the input data:
motor
steel vehicle Al usage
price production per can
Al Price ($/ton) (million vehicle production
($/ton) [ref vehicles) (lb/vehicle) (billion cans)














































Table [4.3] Data used for regression
Standard upper
estimate error bound lower bound
a-A price elasticity -0.16808 0.124345 0.001398 -0.33757
b-cross steel price
elasticity 0.300336 0.300382 0.709756 -0.10908
c-automobile use
elasticity 0.512948 0.125493 0.683995 0.3419
d-can production
elasticity -0.11444 0.388847 0.415555 -0.64444
constant term 10.23589 2.960159
Table [5.3] Summary of fit.
't' statistic for this case was 1.372 for obtaining an 80% confidence interval and for 10
degrees of freedom, obtained from 15 data samples and 5 parameters to be estimated.
The coefficient of determination is 0.8588.
This regression indicates that the price elasticity of demand for aluminum is -0.16808 as
opposed to the value obtained from the cost function approach which resulted in
-0.07341. However the error window in the prediction of the price elasticity is nearly the

















A serious drawback of this method is the problem of multicollinearity. Regression
models can predict the coefficients only under the assumption that the input parameters
are obtained from designed experiments which are uncorrelated. However in the case of
social experimentation such as in this case, the inputs are themselves correlated in a
complex way. For example, the aluminum can production, the net aluminum usage in
automobiles, etc are dependent on the aluminum price. It may be interesting to note that
the trend in the price of steel indicates that the steel price and aluminum price are
themselves correlated. A graph indicating the two commodity prices over the years shows
that the steel price has only increased or decreased along with aluminum price in most of
the cases.
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Fig [5.3] Correlation between aluminum and steel prices
Although the magnitudes of increase and decrease in aluminum and steel prices has not
been the same as indicated by the slope of the two curves at different times, an increase in
the aluminum price has also seen an increase in the steel price thus indicating a strong
correlation between the two prices. It may not be suitable to assume that steel is a perfect
substitute for aluminum especially in the present context where substitution of steel with
aluminum takes place not due to the variation of price of the two metals, but due to the
superior physical properties of aluminum and the value it receives in modem automobile
manufacture. The case is similar in the can production industry due to its easy
recyclability compared to steel.
As a result of all these correlations between the input parameters, the estimates may not
indicate the most accurate values for the coefficients as the regression model may have
difficulties in accounting for the different effects. Multicollinearity does not actually alter
the accuracy of the model, in the sense it does not adversely affect the model R2;
however it alters the split up of effects amongst the different parameters by biasing the
coefficient estimates. For instance, if one of the correlated parameters is dropped, then
the coefficient of the other parameters should suitably be modified in order to maintain
model accuracy. Even if the model R2 in the revised case is poor due to dropped
parameters, the model overall may be more trustworthy as the coefficients may have
more accurate estimates. It thus boils down to the choice of the researcher to choose the
most suitable parameters and drop the rest. There are several tests used for detecting
serious multicollinearity. This problem is not easy to avoid in the case of economic
experimentation, however its occurrence can be largely controlled. The primary method
in controlling multicollinearity is to drop the unwanted parameters which may modify the
estimate value at the same time striking a compromise in the fit accuracy by not allowing
the coefficient of determination R2 to fall below limits. The test for detecting serious
multicollinearity is explained below:
The input parameters are alone taken and 1 parameter at a time is regressed with all the
other inputs, that is., one input is expressed as a function of all the other inputs. In these
steps the output parameter is not taken into consideration as it is a test to find the level of
composite correlation between the input variables which does not involve the outputs.
The input parameter being fitted with the other inputs will yield a regression equation and
a goodness of fit measure which is the coefficient of determination R,2 in each case.
These Ri2 s are an indication of how well the inputs are correlated with the other inputs.
The variance inflation factor VIF is defined as:
1
VIF = 2 Hence several VIFs can be obtained. In general, the VIF > 5 indicates that1- R
there exist serious multicollinearity problems which need to be addressed by dropping
parameters. [Ref 13.3, for general method of VIF and cut off values]
This analysis is performed on the present data set looking for possible multicollinearity
by fitting each input variable expressing it as a function of the other inputs according to
the equation
y= {c(x ) * x1 } + c(x2)* x2 } + (C(x3) * x3} + constan t; where c(xi) indicates the
coefficient and xi indicates the parameter.
The various inputs expressed as functions of other inputs and the corresponding R2 and
their VIFs are shown below.
Y xl x2 x3 C(X1) c(x2) C(x 3) const R2  VIF
In Nc In Una In Sp In Ap 0.193777 -0.05948 -0.17478 4.253793 0.823802 5.675447
In Una In Nc In Sp In Ap 1.860452 -1.21795 0.41748 6.523514 0.772124 4.38836
In Sp In Nc In Una In Ap -0.09967 -0.21258 0.203756 7.573563 0.78671 4.688446
In Ap In Nc In Una In Sp -1.70924 0.425227 1.189052 3.196933 0.713683 3.492634
Table [6.3] multicollinearity test results
This test for the present sample gives an average VIF of 4.561 which indicates that the
accuracy of the coefficients can be made better by dropping correlated terms.
The choice of terms meant to be dropped is made on the basis of the correlation between
the input variables. Aluminum price is a necessary term which needs to appear on the
model as the price of aluminum logically based on the axioms of consumer preference
has a telling influence on the quantity consumed. Similarly the production of aluminum
cans and consumption of aluminum by the automobile industry are also good indicators
of the total aluminum consumption. The term which might lack the necessity for
inclusion in the model is the steel price, especially given the fact that steel is not a perfect
competitor to aluminum nowadays, as explained above. Thus it may not be logical
enough to include steel price as a factor in the model. When steel price is dropped and the
model is again reframed:
In Q= aln Ap + bln U,, + cln N + In C .......... [4]
Where the terms have been explained earlier in the section.
The fit of this model yields the following results: Table[7.3] summary of fit
standard upper
estimate error bound lower bound
a -Al price elasticity -0.10689 0.10823748 0.040639 -0.25442
b -automobile use
elasticity 0.449102 0.10803141 0.596349 0.301855
c -can use elasticity -0.14438 0.38768723 0.384038 -0.6728
constant 12.51051 1.89393716 15.09194 9.929069
The 't' statistic used for the computation of the upper and the lower bounds is 1.363
which corresponds to the 80% confidence interval and for 11 degrees of freedom
stemming from the fact that there are 15 data samples and 4 parameters including
constants which are to be estimated. A similar multicollinearity test can be run for the
present modified data set and conclusions can be drawn about the present estimates.
y xl x2 c(xl) c(x2) const R2 VIF
In Nc In Una In Ap 0.207653 -0.18802 3.826002 0.822752 5.6418
In Una In Nc In Ap 2.67424 0.228469 -3.64421 0.692512 3.252164
In Ap In Nc In Una -2.41217 0.2276 16.10389 0.622135 2.646451
Table[8.3] Multicollinearity test for modified model
The modified model yields on an average a VIF of 3.846. This is better when compared
with the VIF of around 4.5 when steel price was included in the model. However the
model's predictive power has been compromised slightly. The R2 for the modified model
is 0.8447 as compared to a value of 0.8588 in the previous case where the steel price has
been included.
It can now be observed that as more number of explanatory variables and parameters
included into the model, the accuracy of the model increases as shown by the coefficient
of determination. However there is more chance that the included terms have correlation
between themselves leading to improper prediction of the coefficients. Hence the
dropping of parameters is acceptable as long as the coefficient of determination is not
lowered beyond limits. In the present case, the R2 value decreases only marginally
however the VIF value drops considerably giving rise to better prediction of the price
elasticity. It may also be observed that there exists strong correlation between the
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Fig [6.3] dependency of can production on aluminum price
To start with the problem again, the correlation coefficients between aluminum price and
the 3 other parameters namely steel price, can production and automotive use is found
separately to aid in the process of dropping the unnecessary correlated parameters,
correlation
parameter 1 parameter 2 coeffecient
Al price -In Ap automobile use - In Una -0.55546
Al price -In Ap can production - In Nc -0.77551
Al price -In Ap Steel price - In Sp 0.763969
Table[9.3] Various correlation coefficients to aid the dropping of parameters
A positive value of the correlation coefficient indicates that the parameter 2 increases
when parameter 1 increases and vice-versa. Where as it is the opposite case when the
correlation coefficient is negative as in the case of Automobile use and can production.
This table also suggests that the can production parameter is also highly correlated with
the aluminum price. It is worth a trial to test by dropping this parameter instead of steel
price and observe the fit statistic to decide if neglecting can production is justifiable. It
can be justified that the neglect is acceptable if the model fit R2 does not decrease too
much and at the same time the VIF drops considerably. A further step can then be taken
to see if we can neglect both steel price and can production, thereby keeping aluminum
price and automobile usage alone to be the explanatory variables. It is not of interest to
neglect the automotive usage parameter in any of our models as the correlation of this
factor with the aluminum price is not as high as the other values. Further if all the
explanatory variables are neglected and the model of the form In Q= aln A, + In C, then
the value of 'a' which is the price elasticity becomes -0.3381, however the fit R2 for this
model reduces to an abysmal value of 0.3649 which is not acceptable.
Hence one of the most significant explanatory terms at least should be used in the model
such that it is not correlated very much with aluminum price. The other different
combinations of terms which can be dropped are tried and different model forms are
predicted. The table below gives the included model terms, the fitted model along with
the coefficient estimates, the goodness of fit R2 and the average VIF for the model to
indicate the multicollinearity.
case
no Condition model form
all terms included, Al price, steel price, auto use, can In Q= a In Ap + b In Sp + c In Una + d
1 production In Nc + In C
In Q= a In Ap + b In Una + c In Nc + In
2 Steel price alone excluded C
In Q= a In Ap + b In Sp + c In Una + In
3 Can production alone excluded C
4 both steel price and can production excluded In Q= a In Ap + c In Una + In C
5 only Al price included, all other 3 excluded In Q= a In Ap + In C
average
case VIF
no model with parameter estimates R2 observed
In Q=-0.11441n Nc + 0.5129 In Una +0.3003 In Sp - 0.1681 In Ap +
1 10.2358 0.8588 4.561
2 In Q=-0.1443 In Nc + 0.4491 In Una - 0.1068 In Ap + 12.5105 0.8447 3.847
3 In Q=0.4907 In Una+0.3071 In Sp - 0.1480 In Ap + 9.7490 0.8576 3.3053
4 In Q=0.4191 In Una-0.0797 In Ap + 11.9581 0.8427 1.4461
5 In Q=-0.3383 In Ap + 18.1668 0.3649 -
Table [10.3] fit summary under different conditions.
The objective of the procedure is to maximize the R2 and at the same time minimize the
average VIF so that multicollinearity is reduced to the minimum. Clearly from the table,
the condition 4 in which both steel price and can production are dropped in order to get
the simplified model gives the lowest value for the VIF at the same time not
compromising on the R2 by a large amount. Hence the best model on the basis of both
prediction accuracy and coefficient estimate accuracy is the one which drops both steel
price and can production.
The final model taken for consideration is In Q=0.4191 In Una-0.0797 In Ap + 11.9581
This model indicates that the price elasticity of demand for aluminum is -0.0797 with a
standard error in the estimate of 0.07708. Thus for a 12 degrees of freedom stemming
from the use of 15 data points and 3 parameters evaluated including constant, and a 80%
confidence interval; the upper and lower bounds of the estimates is {0.024788, -0.18427}
It is improbable that the elasticity of demand will be near the lower bound as the lower
bound indicates a completely inelastic demand.
It is useful to recall that the price elasticity of demand value obtained by our prior method
of using a Cobb-douglas cost function was -0.07341 as mentioned earlier in this chapter.
This value concurs well with the one obtained presently with a different working
methodology, namely the consumer theory approach which gives a value of -0.0797. The
error windows for the values from both the methods are similar however the consumer
theory method yield slightly narrower error range indicating that it is more accurate than
the former. Hence it may be concluded that the price elasticity of demand for aluminum
for the year range of 1987 to 2001 is -0.0797 in the US aluminum market.
Estimation of Efficiency elasticity of price:
As explained in the introduction to this chapter, the net rebound effect can be obtained
from the knowledge of how the consumption of a good will increase when the price
decreases and how much the price will decrease when the energy efficiency increases.
This section of the document elucidates the method that may be followed to compute the
measure of how product price may change when the production energy efficiency
increases. It may be useful to remember, our initial assumption was that any change in
the production cost will reflect as a change in the price of the product in a competitive
market where the market players will eventually acquire the newer technology which
reduces the energy cost and will hence have the incentive to lower the price more.
The rebound effect may be quantified as the increase in the quantity consumed when the
energy efficiency increases by 100% from the initial value. The increase in energy
efficiency of 100% indicates that the present efficiency is double the initial value and
hence the energy cost may be cut down by half, assuming that the fuel prices are
constant. Hence the discount in price of the product is equal to half of the initial energy
cost. Thus in the expression dQ/Q dPIP = Rebound, the term dP/P (1/2) *
dPI P dq /7 dq / q
percentage of expenditure towards fuel and energy costs.
The term dPI P indicates the percentage change in the price which is the percentage
change in the expenditure when the efficiency changes by 100%. Hence it now becomes
necessary to compute the expenditure of the producers towards fuel and energy costs.
Aluminum Production energy requirements: a brief overview
Primary aluminum production is a very energy intensive process. It starts from the raw
material inputs of bauxite ore which may be calcined in the ore refining step, to make
alumina. This step involves the use of a heating fuel such as natural gas and is termed as
the Bayer process. Although the mining will require the use of machinery and explosives,
the energy required for this step is trivial when compared to the reduction and ore
refining steps and hence the energy computation for the mining step is neglected in our
computation. The subsequent step being Bayer process, involves the use of energy
primarily from natural gas to heat the bauxite ore. It is worth to note that 1.93 tons of
pure alumina is required to make every ton of aluminum and 2.64 tons of bauxite is
required for 1 ton of alumina to be produced in Bayer's process.
The website of National Renewable energy lab,[Ref 14.3] gives some values for the
energy consumption in the different stages of the primary production. The values are
given as energy consumption in volumes of fuel which can be converted into energy units
by multiplying with the calorific values of the respective fuels. The various steps in the
primary aluminum production is elucidated in the flow chart below
en rgy
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Fig [7] Material and energy inputs for primary aluminum
Those energy inputs marked in blue in the above diagram are the only major significant
inputs in the process and all the others are negligible. Only those inputs are considered in
the present analysis. In the case of the secondary aluminum production, the process is
limited only to melting the scrap and pouring in moulds. Hence the only energy expense
will be in the melting stage which is done historically by only a few methods, like electric
resistance or induction, coke fired or oil fired reverbratory furnaces, or natural gas fired
furnaces. Hence after neglecting the trivial energy requirements for the primary and
secondary processes, the final list of energy inputs that are considered for the analysis is:
1. electricity used in Hall heroult reduction process in the cell
2. Natural gas used in the hall-heroult reduction process
3. Natural gas, fuel oil and electricity energies used in the Bayer's process
4. Natural gas, fuel oil, diesel oil and electricity used in Secondary melting.
The other energy inputs which are trivial and neglected are summarized below:
1. Diesel and gasoline use in the Hall heroult reduction cell
2. Diesel use in the Bayer's process
3. Mining energy use, as it amounts to only a small value for every ton of aluminum
4. Anode production energy use, as the amount of anode used for every 1 ton of
aluminum is only 0.44 ton[ref 14.3].
5. The energy usage in casting the metal into an ingot mold: since it is too small.
Hence the final equation for the energy cost becomes:
electricity units used electricity cost 1 Natural gas units usage, Natural gas cost
ton of alumin um perunit ton of alumin um perunit
energy usage in bayers process
ton of aluminum
+ * energy usage in Sec ondary melting
energy usage in secondary melting
ton of alu min um
...... [equation 5]
In the equation above, the first two terms give the values of energy cost for the hall
heroult process, the third term gives the value of the energy cost in the bayer's process
and the fourth term gives the energy cost for the secondary melting process. In this
equation Q, Q2 are respectively the primary and secondary consumption in every year,
given by the data obtained from [Ref 3.3]. In the first term, the amount of electricity used
in the hall heroult process is obtained as a time series data for different years, from the
graphs of [Ref 15.3]. The deflated values of electricity costs in different years required
for the first term is obtained from [Ref 16.3-EIA website].
The following assumptions are made at this juncture:
1. The electricity cost used in the first term is taken as the industry retail price for
every year which is subsequently deflated using the CPI for 1998. This may not
represent the true value that an aluminum producer will incur, as most of the
companies in the aluminum primary production sector, own their own power
plants which may supply electricity at a lower cost. It can be found from the
Census bureau document for the year 2002[Ref 17.3] that the electricity cost for
primary aluminum producers is only close to 60% of the industrial retail price.
Hence our estimate of the total fuel cost may be an exaggerated one. However the
US average industry retail price for electricity is used here to find the maximum
possible rebound.
2. In the second term, the natural gas usage in the hall heroult process is assumed to
be constant with respect to time, and is taken as 7.63cu-m/ton of aluminum. As
data on the change in this efficiency with respect to time is not available, a
constant value is assumed, taken from [Ref 14.3]
The data for the third term in equation 5 which is the energy usage/ton of aluminum for
the bayer's process is taken from [Ref 15.3] for every year. The value that is represented
in Ref 15.3 is then converted into appropriate units which is the energy required for
producing the quantity of alumina required for making 1 ton of aluminum in the
subsequent step, ie., the energy required for making 1.93 tons of alumina as 1.93 ton of
alumina makes 1 ton of aluminum. In computing the weighted average energy cost for
the bayer's process, it is assumed that the 64% of the total energy requirement is met by
natural gas, 33% by fuel oil and 3% by electricity. This fact is assumed to be constant
with respect to time, and is taken from Ref 14.3.
Thus the fuel cost per unit of energy spent in Bayer's process is given by
Weighted average fuelcost in bayer process=O.64PNG/Gj +0.33PFO/GJ +0.03PEI/GJ
PNG/Gj=Price of natural gas / GJ
PFO/GJ=Price of fuel oil / GJ
PEl/I = price of electricity/ GJ
Similarly for secondary melting, the data for the energy usage per ton of aluminum
remelted is taken from [Ref 18.3] for every year. The data is then converted into
appropriate units to represent it in GJ/ton of aluminum melted.
The mix of the fuels that go into melting every ton of secondary aluminum is taken from
the EIA website [Ref 19.3]. The data indicates that 53% of the total energy required is
supplied by natural gas, 23% by fuel oil, 19% by diesel, and 5% by electricity. This
indicates that the mix of the furnaces used by secondary aluminum melters have their
shares of energy consumption for the total contribution of secondary aluminum as the
given numbers. This energy input mix is assumed to be constant with respect to time due
to the lack of data.
Weighted average fuelcost in secondary production=0.53 PNGGJ +0.23Po0GJ +0.05PEI ,G +0.19PD/ G
Here PD/G is the price of diesel/ GJ
In all of these terms, the fuel price is generally given in the references as cost of
fuel/volume of fuel used. As examples, the electricity price in Ref 16.3 will be
represented as cents/kWh. This can be converted into $/GJ by multiplying the value with
1000/3.6.
Similarly for natural gas, the price may be given in $/cu-m in [Ref 20.3]. It can be noted
that the calorific value of natural gas is 33MJ/cu-m as noted from [Ref 21.3]. With this
value the price of natural gas per GJ of energy can be found. Again for the case of fuel oil
and diesel, the price may be given as $/gallon in [Ref 22.3,23.3] respectively. The density
of fuel oil is assumed to be lg/cc and its calorific value is 40MJ/kg. Similarly for diesel
the specific gravity may be taken to be 0.82g/cc and its calorific value is 42MJ/Kg. All
the prices are initially deflated using the CPI for the year 1998, taken to be 1 [Ref 7.3].
Applying the formula for the data collected, the values of the expenditure towards fuel





































































































































































































































1994 3277960694 1,730 11052970000 29.65683155
1995 3173395998 2,020 13261300000 23.92975046
1996 3330028781 1,630 11225810000 29.66404011
1997 3248187522 1,730 12374690000 26.24863751
1998 3165800128 1,440 10300320000 30.7349687
1999 3156208619 1,420 10620180000 29.71897481
2000 3282495412 1,550 11032900000 29.75188221
Table [11.3] Computation of total fuel cost and % of cost towards energy expenditure.
Computation of Rebound Effect:
The rebound effect in aluminum can now be readily found as the two quantities
necessary, namely the price elasticity of demand and the efficiency elasticity of price are
calculated. There exists 3 distinct efficiency terms in our calculation namely, 1. The Hall-
heroult electrical efficiency, 2. Bayer process efficiency, 3. Secondary production energy
efficiency.
All or any of these three efficiencies may be increased for the energy price to decrease
and rebound to occur. The rebound effect by itself is the observation of % change in the
demand when one or all of the efficiencies increase by 100%. In this context the
following definitions of notations are made:
dQ/ Q* dP P =Rebound due to increase in Hall heroult electrical efficiency
dP/ P (d / 7)
Hall Heroult
alone.
dQ/Q* dP/P = Rebound due to increase in Bayer process efficiency alone
dP/P (d / q)
Bayer Pr ocess
dQ Q * dP P 
- Rebound due to increase in Secondary melting efficiency
dP/P (d q/ q)
Secondary melting
alone
dQ Q * dPP =Rebound occurring when all the processes' efficiencies
dP/ P (dq/q)
all processes
increase at the same time.
The price elasticity of demand is the same in all the cases and is taken to be -0.0717 from
the value computed in the first section of this chapter.
dP/ P
For finding the , term for the respective rebound formulae, the total fuel cost
dr / q
expression is modified. That particular term alone will be substituted with half the energy
usage in equation [5]. As an example for an 100% increase in the hall heroult process
efficiency, the total fuel cost formula, will be
electricity units used electricity cost Natural gas units usage Natural gas cost
Total fuel cost= Q * * 0.5aluminum perunit + erunt
ton of alumin um ton of alumin um perunit
L energy usage in bayers process Weighted average energy cost in bayers
ton of aluminum unit of energy
+ energy usage in secondary melting *Weighted average energy cost in secondary
ton of aluminum unit of energy
The (initial fuel cost - the final fuel cost) gives the change in the price of the product due
to increase in the efficiency. Thus the change in the price divided by the original total
revenue from aluminum gives the net percentage discount in the price due to each
efficiency increase.
dP/ P
This value of percentage discount actually represents the - term as it is thedq77 /
percentage change in the price when the efficiency alone is increased. Similarly for all
the 3 efficiencies to increase by 100%, the formula for the total fuel cost will be
electricity units used electricity cost Natural gas units usage Natural gas cost
Total fuel cost= Q * 0. perunit + * *
ton of aluminum perunit ton of alumin um perunit
+ Q * energy usage in bayers process *0.5
ton of aluminum
energy usage in secondary melting Weighted average energy cost in
* 0.5*
ton of alumin umrn unit of energy
A similar procedure for calculating the discount percentage can be applied. This obtained
dP/ P
value of the - in each of the 4 cases is multiplied with the price elasticity of demand
to obtain the rebound effect. The historical values of rebound effect for aluminum is



























































































































































































































The all efficiency increase rebound, averaged over time has a value of 1.14%. This
indicates the maximum possible rebound when the price elasticity of demand is to the
tune of 7.17%. However the error window for the price elasticity also predicts a
maximum value in the range of 21% for the price elasticity or -0.21. This will give
roughly a three time boost in the rebound effect also. Even then the rebound effect may
be not considered to be statistically significant. A brief note about the inferences from the
analysis is given below:
Any change in the efficiency can be inferred as a change in the operating costs and hence
a shift in the supply curve for the producer. In the case of an increase in the efficiency,
the supply curve shifts outwards leading to an intercept which corresponds to a greater
consumption quantity. This increase in quantity is the result of the rebound effect. This











The diagrams indicate that the price elasticity values
influence the value of rebound by a large extent. Although Aluminum is a commodity in




expenditure by the producer, the price elasticity of demand is very low in the observed
time interval. This makes the market more unresponsive to price variations and hence less
rebound effect.
The market for aluminum has of late become more insensitive to price as aluminum has
become more of an essential indispensable good in automobiles and packaging
applications. The demand for aluminum is shown to be not too dependent on the price but
is more dependent on the consumer need and preference. Thus there is a good reason to
believe that in aluminum the rebound effect may not be statistically significant in the
present scenario of market conditions.
Conclusions:
The end of this chapter brings into light the consumer behavior in the US aluminum
market, indicating that aluminum is now essentially an inelastic good. The rebound effect
may hence not be too high as indicated by average values of around 1% through our
calculations. Hence it can be considered to be safe and potent to increase the efficiency of
production and hence obtain real tangible changes in the net overall energy usage by
aluminum sector, without fears of the production increases overshooting the efficiency
increases leading to overall higher energy usage, at any point of the time in the near
future. Further it may be interesting to note that the present level of electrical efficiency
in the hall heroult cell is already very high and much near the theoretical limit. This is not
the case with the bayer's process efficiency where there is scope for more improvement.
However the bayer's process contributes only to a lesser extent to the total energy and
hence the change in the net energy consumption when the bayer process efficiency
improves will be less. As a result, it may be stated that in order to improve the efficiency
by a large extent a newer process for the reduction should be researched upon so that the
efficiency can move more closer to the theoretical maximum.
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Chapter 4. Rebound effect in the US Airline industry
Introduction:
Air transportation has been an important service industry in the U.S for the past several
decades. Used for moving passengers and cargo from and towards US locations, the
airline industry operates on revenues close to 100 billion dollars annually. It is
indisputably the major factor in transporting people and goods over long distances and
international locations which are otherwise inaccessible. The size of the industry has been
growing forever since its very beginning but for a few points in its timeline where it has
seen some difficult instances. The airline passenger and cargo ticket price has historically
been influenced by the fuel cost which happens to be a major source of expenditure for
the industry. Despite the constant increases in the fuel cost worldwide, the general trend
in the airline industry has shown only decrease in ticket prices per passenger mile owing
to the introduction of low cost air carriers in the recent years. The passenger and goods
movement since the introduction of low cost carriers has seen dramatic increases that
makes us believe that the industry has a significantly elastic demand in its market.
Originally, back in the 1930s till the 1950s, passenger air travel in the US was a
possibility only for a rich few who could afford the exorbitant prices for a seat. The
beginning of the passenger air travel on a large scale was brought about by significant
advances in the field of design and manufacturing of large airplanes which could
transport a huge mass of people and material between destinations. The greatest of the
increases in air travel took place in the late 1970s when the nationwide airline
deregulation came about making the entry of newer players into the airline industry
easier. This started the trend in offering air travel to potential passengers at lowered costs
and thus bringing more to the sky than it had done ever before. The usual rises and falls
in the business cycles led to the upper hand being dominated by the legacy and the low
cost new entrants alternatively. Towards the end of the century, the threat posed by the
low cost carriers was serious enough that presently almost all legacy carriers have
operated under chapter 11 bankruptcy provisions for some period of their time or have
been washed out of business. It is indeed true that the airline service industry has been
very sensitively linked to the variegations in the general progress of the economy and the
ticket prices. This leads us to think that the airline industry may have a high enough price
elasticity of demand.
It may be good to note that the major part of these sector's costs is accounted by fuel
expenditures. The fuel used for powering aircrafts is a derivative of the crude oil which is
obtained after fractionation. Traditionally named as aviation kerosene, it is a much
superior grade fuel when compared to automotive gasoline. Airline companies buy fuel in
spot price transactions or though futures and forward contracts from major oil producing
firms. By this, they will be able to reduce the variations in the price of their major cost
driving factor and hence gain some control on their earnings. Historic data from different
sources indicate that the fuel expenditure accounts for anywhere from 11% to 32% of
their total revenue. This suggests that an increase in the fuel efficiency will lead to
significant decreases in the costs and hence a lowered ticket price which may spur greater
demands in a market with elastic demand. It can hence be inferred that the rebound effect
in the airline industry may be significant enough for us to analyze as the price elasticity
of demand and the share of fuel expenditure in the total costs are both high. The rebound
effect in this case can also be computed from the formula as mentioned in the previous
chapters:
Re bound = dQ/ Q dP/ P
dP/ p dq/rq
dP/ P
Here is computed from the fact that an 100% increase in the fuel efficiency (a
doubling of the engine thermal efficiency) will lead to a decrease of the incurred fuel
expenditure to half. Thus the discount offered from the system wide revenue will be half
of the fuel expenditure. This can be used to find the percentage discount in the average
dP 1
ticket price which isdP = -* Fuel exp enditure/ total revenue when dy / r= 100%.
P 2
Industry Service Classification:
The services offered by the airline industry can be classified according to the type of
routes and type of customers, the industry serves. Air carriers registered under the
Federal Aviation Administration of the U.S government offering customers, service are
the objects of consideration of this study. Hence all of the airlines here are US registered
and the companies are of US origin. Many of these air carriers, like U.S airways offer
both domestic and international services. Apart from this method of classification, the
service can also be classified as passenger and cargo. There are several aircrafts which
carry only cargo, like for instance the aircrafts owned by FedEx, DHL etc. They offer
cargo transportation as their only service. However the other class of aircrafts, the
passenger carriers carries many times both passenger loads in the cabin and cargo load
consignments in the underbelly of the aircraft. Apart from this there are other
classification methods such as the ones which distinguish between scheduled and non-
scheduled departures. Non-scheduled departures are typically chartered flights which are
privately arranged between the customer and an air carrier. In this case the ticket prices,
the departure load and load type are arranged privately between the customer and the
service provider. Through-out this study both scheduled and non-scheduled flights are
together considered and no division is made between them.
An important point of consideration is in the classification of the type passenger and
cargo. Whereas it may be easy to find air carriers who offer only cargo transportation
services, it may get difficult to generalize the sector which serves only passenger loads
for reasons mentioned above. Hence it gets hard to find data such as fuel consumption
statistics pertaining to passenger use only, throughout the system. The major airlines do
not report data on the fuel consumption for the passenger sector alone as they cannot
estimate the fuel consumed by passenger transport alone when all of their aircrafts carry
both passengers and cargo. A simple allocation of fuel use between the two classes by
percentage of ton-miles served for the passenger and cargo cannot give accurate
estimates. This is because, the fuel consumed will also include that required by the dead
mass of the aircraft airframe which is a considerable amount and is indeterminate. Hence
major airline firms refrain from reporting fuel consumption statistics for passenger
transport alone or for cargo transport alone. However the price for a ton-mile of
passenger and cargo transport can be found separately as it is derived from the account
statements of revenue from passenger travel and revenue from cargo travel and their
respective ton-miles transported.
Further, foreign airlines which operate with locations outside the U.S as their hubs are not
considered in the current study.
Fuel efficiency issues in airline industry:
It is interesting to note in this case that the market is highly competitive and the fuel
efficiency increases may be brought about in large scales only by aircraft engine
manufacturers who have the technical know how to design engines with greater
efficiency. Other efficiency increasing steps may be the design of the routes and the
airline network system by individual airline companies which strive for better overall fuel
efficiency. Often, the major source of overall fuel inefficiency stems from the fact that
there may be routes in an airline system which may not be running fully loaded aircrafts
and there may be severe time variation in the load factor in several routes. This requires
sharp observations from the side of the airline companies to monitor the data and
streamline the operations by cutting down services in routes with less traffic or assigning
smaller aircrafts to those routes and operating its bigger and much efficient aircrafts from
its fleet in routes with higher demand. A more efficient method of merging and acquiring
other airline firms or partnering with similar firms in different routes and optimizing the
load factor in all of its member routes is also quite prevalent nowadays. Several other
smaller and simpler steps like lowering times in aircrafts waiting to land in busy airports,
optimizing on taxiing procedures will all lead to smaller increases in overall fuel
efficiency. As an example, in 2008, Southwest airlines, a major low cost carrier,
contracted with Pratt and Whitney to supply the proprietary Ecopower water pressure-
washing system, which allows southwest to clean grime and contaminants off engine
turbine blades while the aircraft is parked at the gate. Frequent use of the Ecopower
system is estimated to improve fuel efficiency for Southwest and other customers by
about 1.9%. Nevertheless, the major source of increasing the fuel efficiency will be the
development of lighter weight airframes and higher efficiency engines. The major
determining factor in the efficiency of an engine is the turbine inlet temperature. A
closely guarded secret in the engine manufacturing industry, a higher turbine inlet
temperature is currently limited by material constranints.The best suited materials under
higher temperatures and higher thrust loads would fail instantly under the most
demanding conditions inside the first stages of an aircraft engine turbine. Lighter weight,
high strength to weight ratio composite materials are now finding increased usage in
newer aircraft frames not without difficulties in designing, manufacturing and testing
them. Hence given these facts that a higher fuel efficiency is impeded by present day
material constraints, there exists lots of room for improvement which may lead to
considerable increases in the fuel efficiency in the future.
Further, these technological advances which may lead to increased fuel efficiency may be
brought about to all of the airline companies at roughly same time for all companies as
the advances are generally brought about from external sources which are also profit
maximizing firms which may not reserve the technology to one customer alone. Further
the technology advancements may not be too costly for the industry to adopt as it may be
brought about by simple changes of engines or through streamlining of routes. Hence the
airline industry represents a case where the analysis and the assumptions which are to be
made can be validated to a good degree of certainity.
Price elasticty of Demand:
A model is constructed for finding the price elasticity of demand and from that, the
rebound effect as described in the equation above. The following are the assumptions
made for developing the model:
1. Perfect competition exists among the airline industry service providers. This is
validated by the several instances where a decrease in prices by the introduction of the
low cost carriers in newer routes also triggers a series of price cuts by the legacy carriers
in the same routes to sustain in business. Further there is no known cartels which have
been formed between the different airline companies and all of them operate individually.
2. All the information required for the customer for making a decision about choosing an
airline service for travel is available fully at no cost. This is mainly achieved by the
interet based marketing and ticket purchase for all the major airline services. Further the
effect of the intermediaries in the transactions, namely the travel agents is neglected in
this formulation.
3. All decreases in cost for the airline service firm, stemming from increased fuel
efficiency will lead to equal decreases in the price of the ticket, as the market is assumed
to be perfectly competitive. This condition may only be partially true in the current
situation, where the majority of the airline firms are already suffering greater losses due
to exorbitantly high fuel prices. Hence it may be expected that even if a much awaited
efficiency increase is brought about, all the resulting savings may not be transferred to
the customers, as each firm may set aside some of its savings in its reserves and surpluses
in order to better their firm's financial position. However in the fairly long run, the ticket
prices will eventually fall and savings from fuel efficiency increase will be transferred to
the customers in order to increase the individual firms' market potential.
Even if there is an error in the potential decreases in prices when there is an efficiency
increase, the model which we are about to construct for the rebound effect may be fairly
accurate. In this case, the estimated rebound may be termed as the maximum possible
rebound as it is an over estimate. The decrease in service price when the fuel efficiency
increases is overestimated then as not all the cost decrease is transferred to the customers
as price decrease.
4. The "service yield" which is the money paid per ton-mile of service is taken as the
indicator of price paid in the demand function formulation. This value is computed by
dividing the net passenger and cargo revenue by the net ton-miles served. It is also
assumed that the only source of revenue is the ticket price customers pay to the airline
firms. Thus it may be valid to assume that the price per unit ton-mile be computed in the
manner mentioned above.
5. The demand functions which are going to be estimated are assumed to be valid for
both increases and decreases of price. This means that the same function can be used to
predict the demand even if there is a price increase or if there is a price decrease. This
becomes valid when all other parameters other than the price are kept constant and hence
there is no shift in the demand curve. Any improvement in the fuel efficiency will only
result in a shift in the supply curve and the customers may not feel the difference unless
the price of the product is changed.
6. No demarcation is made between the different service classifications such as short haul
and long haul travel, business and leisure travel, etc. The only difference considered is in
the service classification which is passenger and cargo difference and the Domestic and
international route difference. No specific route estimates for the price elasticity of
demand are attempted. Although it is recognized that the busy, main routes may be more
elastic when compared to the less busy routes which get traveled only in really necessary
cases, these demarcations will not be necessary for us to estimate the rebound. The
rebound effect estimation only requires a system wide national estimate of the price
elasticity of demand, which is a number indicating how much the overall travel ton-miles
will increase when the price for the service on an average is brought down by a certain
amount. These highly resolved demarcations and fine details are required only for
economist who advice on how to choose the pricing policy for an airline firm in order to
maximize profit and cash flow which is not the objective here.
General Trends in the Airline Industry: Revenues and Fuel costs
A number of indicators are used in determining the general health of the airline industry.
The data on revenue ton-miles and passenger miles flown by the airline firms which
operate domestic and international flight services are obtained on a monthly basis from
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics website [ref 1.4]. In the customizable table option
in the reference, data for domestic and international, and passenger and cargo categories
can be obtained separately or in a combined system wide form. The data is plotted in the
graphs below in Fig 1.4, Fig 2.4.
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Fig 1.4. Passenger miles flown for US Domestic, passenger flights. Data from ref 1.4]
Passenger miles flown in domestic and international flights, for passenger transport only
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Fig 2.4. Passenger miles flown for US Domestic and international, passenger flights. Data
from refll.4]
It can be seen from the graphs above that the consumption of the airline service output
has been increasing for more than a decade. The decreases in the passenger miles flown
during the 2001 and 2002 are attributed to the September 11 terror strikes which affected
the airline operation by a large extent. In other respects, the trend has shown a clear
monotonic increase. This is largely due to the introduction of low cost airlines into
different markets and routes which increases the demand by a large amount. Especially,
the period after 2002 has seen a considerable introduction of low cost carriers in several
routes which have been dominated by legacy carriers for decades. This made several
people who could not afford air travel previously, use air transportation for business and
leisure purposes.
It is also worthy to note that there exists a strong correlation between air travel
consumption and the measures of national income like the GDP percapita [ref2.4]. GDP
percapita indicates the total amount of money that may be yielded by the average citizen.
An increase in the GDP percapita indicates that there exists more money in the hands of
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Fig 3.4. Graph illustrating air travel depends on GDP percapita. Adapted from ref [2.4].
In addition to all of these data, graphs on the industry wide monetary revenue can also be
drawn for the same time frame as in fig 2.4. The trend in monetary revenue for passenger
and cargo transportation is similar to that of the revenue passenger miles traveled, fig 4.4.
Passenger and cargo revenue in billion dollars
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During the same time frame, a constant decrease in the passenger ticket price indicator
can be seen.
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Fig 5.4: GDP deflated Passenger yield for domestic and international flights. Data from
ref [4.4]
An indicator of the ticket prices is the passenger yield. It is defined as the amount of
money required in the form of ticket purchase for 1 passenger to fly one mile. It is
obtained from the net passenger revenue data and the data on the total number of
passenger miles flown. In a similar trend, the year 2001 and 2002 saw drastic drops in the
passenger yields due to the September 11 terror strikes and the subsequent passenger fear
wave which ensued. The introduction of low cost carriers has constantly decreased the
ticket prices throughout the airline industry in a steady pace. With the introduction of one
of the low cost airlines in a new route, it has been found that the ticket prices get slashed
suddenly and the revenue passenger miles increases as a result of the price shock. The
adaptation of the passengers to decreased prices takes place in a rapid manner that the
new equilibrium in the route sets in quickly. As a consequence the legacy carriers who
have higher passenger yields suffer lowered enplanements and hence decreased revenues
and earnings leading often to bankruptcy. This phenomenon has now been named as the
"Southwest effect" as the major low cost airline firm pioneering in the effort to decrease
the ticket price has been Southwest airlines.
A look at the major costs to the airline firm may also be useful in understanding the
nature of operation of the industry. Principally, the major cost for the operation of an
aircraft has been the fuel expense. The fuel price has been increasing considerably in the
past few years and hence coupled with the increased passenger usage, the net fuel
expenditure has been on the rise every year for the past decade. Data for the fuel
expenditure for the US airline firms operating both domestic and international, passenger
and cargo services; has been obtained from ref [5.4] and is shown below graphically.
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Fig 6.4. Fuel expenditure for passenger and cargo; domestic and international service.
Data from ref [5.4]
Computation of Price elasticity of Demand:
An attempt has been made in this section to compute the price elasticity of demand for
U.S air travel in the recent years. Classifications according to type of customer and
service domain have been made to compute price elasticity of demand for different
sectors of the airline industry. In the first case the price elasticity for domestic, passenger
travel has been computed. Attempts have been made to find the elasticity of demand for
domestic and international passenger travel and domestic and international passenger and
cargo travel or system wide average elasticity.
... -- - ...
1
First case represents a narrow domain of only passenger travel in the domestic routes
carried by the U.S carriers. A log-linear model is formulated for finding the price
elasticity of demand. The demand function is written in the log-linearized form as
follows:
In Q = gln G+ eln P+ C
here G denotes GDP percapita deflated
P = airline ticket price indicator, or airline yield in cents/passenger mile
Q = revenue passenger miles traveled that year
C = constant
g, e are the elastcities which tell how the quantity In Q will change when In G or In P
changes respectively.
It may be recalled that the demand for a good or service depends on a multitude of
parameters like the price of the good, the customer's taste, the amount of money available
with the customers i.e., spending power, and the price of the related or competitive
products and services.
In this model, the GDP percapita is an indicator of the income for the users of the service.
The passenger income is an important criterion in explaining how much service they will
be consuming and the GDP percapita is a measure of the general health of the economy
also indicating the purchasing power of the customers.
In this model, no consideration is made towards other means of transportation and their
costs. That means, intermodal substitution and the potential competition they pose to the
airline industry as a whole is neglected. The inclusion of some of those variables such as
automotive price indices and automotive gasoline prices may yield models of more
accuracy but on the other hand will also increase the chance of multicollinearity amongst
the variables used in the model and hence gross inaccuracy in the obtained coefficients
despite giving excellent fit quality and service level predictability.
The objective of developing the model is to get the coefficient 'e' which is the price
elasticity of demand fairly accurately. The data required for the computation is tabulated













































of price elasticity for Domestic passenger air
The values for passenger miles for domestic passenger air travel are taken from ref [1.4].
The web reference gives the option of customizing the data table and the options of
domestic and passenger travel is chosen for obtaining the data on monthly passenger
miles flown by U.S air carriers. The ticket price indicator which is the domestic
passenger yield is obtained from refT4.4] which gives the passenger yields in current US
dollars. Those values are converted into deflated values in 1998 US dollars by using the
Consumer Price Index setting 1998 value to be absolute[ref 7.4]. Further, the values for
GDP percapita are obtained from [ref 6.4]. These values are then adjusted so that they are
deflated to 1998 values and are then represented in table 1.4.
A regression model is then fitted using the known values for P, Q and GDP per capita for
all the years from 1996 to 2006. The model fitted yields the following equation and the fit
statistics.
1.0849 In G + 0.31361 In P + 7.85796 = In Q
R2 = 0.9533
g = 1.0849 and e = 0.31361
Standard error in 'g' is 0.15396 and standard error in 'e' is 0.1432
It may be noted that the fit yields a positive value for the price elasticity of demand. This
may not be a possible situation. The reason why we have obtained a wrong value for the
coefficient despite an excellent R2 is that there exists severe multicollinearity amongst the















and In P is -0.9164. This high value of correlation coefficient indicates that there exists a
strong anti correlation between the variables In G and In P. Thus the presence of both the
variables may not be required at the same time in the equation. This may lead to the
distortion and the misrepresentation of the effects leading to gross errors in the
coefficient estimates.
A more illustrative method of this phenomenon of multicollinearity is the use of
specialized statistics such as the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) [ref 8.4]. The method for
VIF computation involves the fit between the two input variables, and hence finding the
quality of the fit by computing the Ri,,Us 2 for that fit. A high value of fit R2 indicates that
the input variables are themselves highly correlated. Hence the expression
=VIF is used to find the VIF. If the value of VIF is above 5, then it indicates
Rinputs
that there exists strong correspondence between the input variables and hence severe
multicollinearity. This can then be avoided by dropping the redundant variables and
reconstructing the model. During the model reconstruction it should be made sure that the
fit R2 does not fall beyond limits to give a grossly inaccurate fit. Hence a compromise
should be made in a correct fashion so that the fit also remains fairly accurate and a
correct estimate of the coefficient is also obtained at the same time.
In this case the VIF is first computed to find what the degree of multicollinearity is in the
existing model. The fit between the input variables In G and In P yields the following
result:
In P = -0.9849 In G + 12.821
Rinpts2 = 0.8398
1
Thus =6.2424 = VIF
1-R 2inputs
Hence the VIF > 5 and hence there exists severe multicollinearity.
As a remedy, the variable In G is dropped from the model and the model is reconstructed
as follows:
In Q = eln P+ C
This regression model yields the following result:
In Q = -0.6114 In P + 21.5395
standard error in the coefficient 'e' is 0.1451
't' statistic for 9 degrees of freedom and 80% confidence level is: 1.383
the 80% confidence interval in the elasticity estimate is : -0.4107 , -0.8121
R2 for the fit = 0.6635
This analysis indicates that the price elasticity of demand for U.S air carrier, domestic
passenger air travel in the past decade is -0.6114. The exclusion of the GDP percapita
variable from the model has not made the fit too inaccurate but has increased the veracity
of the coefficient estimate as there exists no muticollinearity in the revised model.
Similarly models for domestic and international, passenger air travel can be made and the
price elasticity of that part of the industry can be found by similar methods.
The model for this scenario is initially assumed to be including the customer income
parameter-GDP per capita and the price term. As assumed in the previous case, no term
to account for the price of road transport or other competitive modes of transportation is
included fearing multicollinearity. The initial model formulation is
In Q= gln G+ eln P+ C
here G denotes GDP percapita deflated
P = airline ticket price indicator, or airline yield for domestic and international travel
taken together (in cents/passenger mile)
Q = revenue passenger miles traveled that year for domestic and international travel
together.
C = constant
The data for revenue passenger miles traveled is obtained as above from ref [1.4]. In the
table customization option, the choice is made for both the domestic and international,
passenger air travel. Data is obtained on a monthly basis and is then summed up to get the
yearly passenger miles traveled. Data for the system wide, passenger yield in cents/PM is
taken from ref [4.4] and is then deflated to 1998 values using the CPI obtained from ref
[7.4]. The collected data is represented in the table below:
GDP
percapita
Q (Passenger P yield (1998
year miles) (cl/PM) $I/person)
1996 585744612 13.55736 28996
1997 612390325 13.3853 30439
1998 625728800 13.11 31689
1999 658918167 12.66038 33197
2000 700807505 12.78821 34774
2001 658459724 11.43117 35506
2002 650481719 10.37437 36400
2003 674176436 10.43554 37821
2004 752341288 10.06993 39934
2005 795117318 10.01536 41917
2006 810085622 10.29261 43883
Table 2.4 : Data required for computation
international passenger air travel.
of price elasticity for Domestic and
The model is first fit using methods of regression and the following results are obtained:
In Q = 1.2348 In G + 0.5529 In P + 6.0435
R2 = 0.9585
As in the previous case, the estimate of price elasticity of demand is positive indicating a
serious error in the formulation despite high levels of model accuracy indicated by high
R2. This is due to effects of multicollinearity between the input variables which are In G
and In P.
The correlation between the input variables In G and In P is -0.9173 which suggests that
there is strong anti correlation between the two variables. The VIF can be computed in
this case in a manner exactly similar to the previous case. A fit is formulated between
In P and In G and the Riput 2 is found for that fit.
In P = -0.8717 In G + 11.5838
Riput 2 = 0.8415, thus 1 2 = 6.311 = VIF
1 - Rnpts
Thus VIF is greater than 5, indicating a serious multicollinearity issue. The model is then
reformulated by dropping In G as in the previous case. Thus the revised model after
regression is:
In P = -0.6391 In P + 21.903
Standard error in 'e' is 0.1815
The't' statistic for 9 degrees of freedom and 80% confidence level is 1.383
The 80 % confidence interval for the estimate of the price elasticity is -0.89 , -0.388
Thus the analysis indicates that the price elasticity of demand for domestic and
international, passenger air travel for the past decade is -0.6391. In this case, the obtained
R2 for the revised regression fit has not been convincingly good. However the drop of the
GDP per capita term helped in increasing the accuracy of the price elasticity of demand
estimate by eliminating multicollinearity.
Price elasticity of System wide demand:
In the next case, the demand for the entire airline industry taken together is analyzed.
Both passenger and cargo services, for domestic and international destinations is taken
into account this time for the analysis. Generally, air carriers cannot distinguish between
fuel costs towards passenger travel and cargo travel either of them taken alone at a time.
The reason for this was mentioned in the previous sections of this chapter. As a result of
this, it would be useful for us to take an insight on the system wide demand elasticity, as
much of the other data required for rebound computation is available only for the system
wide case which includes passenger and cargo as well as domestic and international
travel.
The data required for computing system wide price elasticity is shown below in the table
[3.4]. Unlike the previous cases where the usage of air travel output by the customers was
dealt in passenger miles, the present case makes use of ton-miles of travel as both cargo
and passengers need to be treated on a same scale. Assumptions are made by the
reporting organizations on the average weight of the passengers and hence the passenger
load carried is converted into equivalent ton-miles. The total cargo freight moved which
already has units of ton miles, is added with the passenger miles to obtain the net revenue
ton-miles transported. This data is obtained from ref [1.4] by selecting the appropriate
display terms in the table customization option. The price for 1 revenue ton mile is not
obtained directly as it was in the previous two cases. It now needs to be calculated from a
known set of data. The net monetary revenue collected from passenger and cargo
movement for domestic and international travel is reported separately by all registered
airline firms. This data is available in ref [3.4]. The revenue from passenger movement
and the revenue from cargo movement are summed up in order to obtain the total
collected revenue. This value is divided by the total revenue ton miles which has been
calculated in the previous step to get the price for transporting 1 ton-mile. The obtained
value is then deflated to 1998 values by using the CPI obtained from ref[7.4]. This value
obtained, is the P value in the present case. Like the previous cases, GDP per capita-the
measure of national income is included in the model initially. The model bears the same
form like the previous cases. The data used for the computation is shown below in table
3.4:
P, price per
Q, revenue ton ton mile GDP per
Year miles (cents) capita, 1998$
1996 74163597 97.61011325 28996
1997 79014970 95.41003783 30439
1998 80232787 94.16769685 31689
1999 83929424 91.52670333 33197
2000 89725666 92.08387318 34774
2001 86671029 80.47345252 35506
2002 90216916 71.38154129 36400
2003 100957480 62.07908324 37821
2004 113191959 58.43531461 39934
2005 118813439 58.15458931 41917
2006 120763915 60.85788739 43883
Table [3.4] : data required for computation of system wide price elasticity.
The regression model is initially developed and the fit gives the following results and
statistics:
In Q = 0.9789 In G -0.1863 In P + 8.8992
R2 = 0.9578
The fit is to be checked for accuracy of the coefficient estimates. This is done by
evaluating the correlation between the input variables and the possibility of
multicollinearity. The correlation coefficient between the variables In G and In P is
-0.92431 indicating that there exists severe anti correlation. The variance Inflation factor
is also evaluated for this model. The fit between In P and In G yields the following
results:
In P = -1.5198 In G + 20.2679
R~, 2 = 0.8543
1
= 6.866 = VIF VIF > 5
1- Iinputs2
This indicates that there is severe multicollinearity and hence the variable In G should be
dropped. After the modification of the model, the following is the fit and the result:
In Q = -0.7366 In P + 21.546, hence price elasticity is -0.7366
R2 = 0.8746
Standard error in the estimate of the price elasticity is 0.0929
't' statistic for 9 degrees of freedom and 80% confidence level is 1.383
Thus the 80% confidence interval for the price elasticity estimate is -0.865 , -0.608.
The analysis for the system wide demand elasticity suggests that the air travel has a fairly
elastic demand. The fit R2 suggests that the quality is appreciably good and hence there
exists not much of a compromise when the In G term is dropped. The drop has eliminated
multicollinearity and hence, the reliability of the coefficient estimate has improved
leading to more accurate prediction of system wide demand elasticity.
Literature backing for the system wide price elasticity:
It is often mentioned by this industry's experts that the price elasticity of demand for air
travel in the US is higher than it is generally quoted in popular literature. Business travel
is understandably more inelastic as it is taken only by those who really need air travel and
can find no other substitutes for their needs. However travel for leisure is more elastic in
nature as people travel for pleasure only when the ticket prices are low. People's tastes
also vary by large amounts with time. As an example, the 2001 and 2002 levels of
passenger air travel was lowered despite the low prices as the September 11 terror strikes
evoked fear in people traveling and hence the consumption plunged. This period of time
indicates that the air travel is highly independent of price and as a result very less elastic.
A study made for the Department of Finance, Canada, puts forth a Meta analysis in
evaluating the rich literature which delve into the topic of air travel price elasticity [ref
9.4].
This study has evaluated several technical papers which compute price elasticity of
demand for different markets: Passenger and cargo, Domestic and international, Short
haul and Long haul, Business and Leisure, etc. The study uses a scoring approach to
empirically assign scores to the different publications, and hence evaluating the quality of
each work and the veracity of the results. A brief summary of the results of the study is
shown below as adapted from the reference:
Market Segmernt NHa f No. of - More Elastic Less Elastic - _
biudes e rr m es I I 1 I
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0
1. Long-haul 2 16 -0.475 1 -0.198
international business
-0.265
2. Long-haul international 6 49 -1.7 I I -0.56
leisure
-1.04
3. Long-haul domestic 2 26 -1.428 1 
-0.836business
-1.15
4. Long-haul domestic 2 6 -1.228 [ )-0.787
leisure
-1.104
5. Short-haul business 3 16 -0.783 F-- -0.595
-0.7
6. Short-haul leisure 3 16 -1.743 • -1.288
-1.520
Fig 7.4: Results of the Canadian study of price elasticity for different market segments.
The results depict the most probable values of the price elasticity for the different market
segments according to the opinion of the authors. It is to be understood that there exists
several studies in the literature which report values of elasticity and there is often no
unanimous verdict between the authors on the elasticity values even when evaluated for
the same market segment. Part of the reason for the wide error window is the differences
in methodology adopted by different authors to compute demand functions. However it
may be generally inferred from the Canadian meta analysis [ref 9.4] that the elasticity for
the system wide air travel demand including cargo is less than -1. This may suggest us
that the demand is more or less elastic and hence a decrease in price will bring an
increase in the quantity resulting in a further increase in the revenue for the industry. The
major difference between the markets which have elasticity value of less than -1 and a
market with an elasticity value of more than -1 is that, if the demand has elasticity less
than -1, any decrease in the price of the output will increase the quantity consumed
simultaneously increasing the revenue yielded to the industry whereas in the case when
the elasticity is more than -1 or in the inelastic case, any decrease in the price will lead to
a consumption increase but will lead to a net revenue decrease. The common feature
between the two cases is that, the profit increases whenever the price is decreased
irrespective of whether the market demand is elastic or inelastic. This concept is
explained in more detail in the chapters to come. Noting this concept in the market
behavior it can be observed that the revenues for the industry in general have been
increasing as the price decreased. This may suggest that the demand may be having an
elasticity less than -1, i.e., in the elastic regime.
However another common concept in market behavior is to be taken into account while
giving predictions on price elasticity. In most fully mature markets; if the net amount of
money available with the potential customers for spending is high, the price elasticity
value gets more inelastic. This generalization may be applied only to fully mature
markets and cannot be tested for developing sectors of the economy. In the case of air
travel in U.S, the market is considered to be fully mature and hence, if the net GDP per
capita increases, it may be expected that the people will have more money to spend for
air travel and hence would not mind taking slightly more expensive services if need be.
This explains the decreasing dependence of consumption on price in the case of increased
income. This argument may serve as a support to prove that the price elasticity of demand
for air travel has become more inelastic over time.
A personal communication with an industry analyst and expert [Ref 10.4] gave an idea on
how to give fairly good estimates of the price elasticity, given the fact that the literature
reports varied results. The expert feels that the elasticity is generally less than -1
indicating that the market is elastic.
In spite of the several evidences for proving that the elasticity is less than -1, it is felt in
conclusion that the elasticity is in fact in the range of -0.7 to -0.8. This is because; it is
strongly believed that air travel has of late become inextricable in our lives that it is
hardly possible for us to change our service consumption if prices fluctuate.
The value of the system wide air travel price elasticity in the U.S is hence concluded to
be the value that we obtained from our own analysis in the previous section of this
chapter: -0.7366. It may not be dreadfully wrong to assume this value as it is still close to
the value quoted by several popular works mentioned in ref 9.4. This value of demand
elasticity is to be used in the forthcoming calculations for computing rebound magnitude.
Computation of rebound effect:
Given the fact that the price elasticity is -0.7366, the rebound effect can be estimated with
the additional knowledge of the percentage price discount probable when the fuel
efficiency increases by 100%. Whenever the fuel efficiency increases by 100%, the
energy expense for the same level of consumption falls to half of the original value. This
means that every 100% increase in the efficiency or in other words, the doubling of the
efficiency will lead to the discount of half of the original fuel expense. Thus the
dP/P
percentage discount given by is 0.5 * initial fuel expenditure / total revenue; givendq77 /
d? / q = 100%.
Thus, data is required on the net fuel expenditure that is incurred every year for the
operation of all the passenger and cargo aircrafts serving the domestic and the
international markets. This data is collected from ref [5.4]. It gives the monetary fuel
expenditure for system wide operation. Further, data on the net monetary revenue earned
from domestic and international operation, transporting passenger and cargo is also
necessary in order to find the net percentage discount from the price that will be offered
when the fuel efficiency doubles. This can be obtained from ref [3.4]. It gives the
monetary revenue earned from ticket sales, for the passenger and cargo markets
separately for system wide operation. These two values can be summed up in order to get
the total revenue for the industry by selling air transport service, passenger and cargo put
together. The data collected is shown below in table [4.4]:
Fuel Passenger Cargo total
expenditure, revenue, revenue, revenue,
year Million $ Billion $ Billion $ Billion$
1996 9110.29585 67.19895474 2.48309884 69.68205358
1997 9199.28672 71.50040562 2.73154622 74.23195184
1998 7607.56089 72.88142443 2.67194321 75.55336764
1999 8095.26347 75.72920166 2.78522347 78.51442513
2000 12629.95509 84.22062695 3.06561817 87.28624512
2001 11995.71865 73.169138 2.61137547 75.78051347
2002 10353.19683 68.45472723 2.62036911 71.07509634
2003 11544.07037 68.0421353 2.70583992 70.74797522
2004 16464.31228 73.53548895 3.11859824 76.65408719
2005 23823.62232 79.49341444 3.29397698 82.78739142
2006 27959.39848 87.1455617 3.75299331 90.89855501
2007 29941.86626 92.46074219 3.7674376 96.22817979
Table [4.4] : Data required for rebound estimation.
With the help of these two data sets, the percentage of total revenue going towards the
fuel bill can be estimated. One half of that percentage value will be the percentage
discount in ticket price the average customer may get under ideal conditions when the
efficiency is doubled. This value is then multiplied with the price elasticity of demand
estimate in order to get the rebound effect in accordance with the formula:
Re bound = dQ/ Q , dP/ P
dP/ p d / r
The results of the calculation
maximum to be roughly 12%.





























































































The present value of high rebound estimate
has of late increased drastically and hence
is due to the fact that the aviation fuel price
for almost the same level of transportation
output, the fuel expenditure has increased manifold. Further in today's scenario of high
fuel prices, if an efficiency improvement is brought about, the magnitude of monetary
savings brought about would be a lot higher than if it had been a scenario with lower fuel
prices. Even if it is improbable, that all the gains brought about by the efficiency increase
be transferred to the customers as savings, the rebound effect in the airline industry has














In conclusion, the rebound effect in the U.S airline industry taking into account,
passenger and cargo, domestic and international services has been computed and is
reported as having a maximum value of about 12% presently. Although the number is
considerably small, there exist possibilities of it rising in the future due to increasing fuel
prices.
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Chapter 5. Discussion on the rebound estimates and possible future
trends
Objects of concern
The previous sections of this report have been concerned with the review of the existing
literature and also on the development of an original model to predict rebound in two
sample sectors of the economy. However it is to be understood that these sections cannot
be enough in depicting the entire rebound scenario. Another noteworthy point is the fact
that efficiency changes are brought about in any economy only in a series of smaller
steps. Hence, at the same time frame in which efficiency is increasing, other market
variables such as fuel prices, people's tastes, price elasticity of products and spending
patterns also change leading to potential changes in the rebound effect. In this section
logical generalizations are made in order to qualitatively predict rebound magnitude in
the future.
Attempt similar to a sensitivity analysis is made in order to find qualitatively how the
rebound effect would change when the parameters required for its computation bear
errors in their estimates. In conclusion of this section, a very brief account of the
spending pattern is given and its relevance to the prediction of rebound is discussed.
Revenues and Profits for firms under different demand elasticity conditions:
In the previous two sections, the estimation of the rebound involved the computation of
price elasticity of demand for the product or the service. It may be a matter of wonder
what the ramifications to the producing firm will be when it decreases the price of the
product. Any price decrease may trigger an increase in the quantity demanded for normal
goods. However firms may not be bothered much about just the quantity they have
produced rather they will look only at the net revenue and the firm's profit as the
indicators of the general health of the company. Hence if firms ever innovate and bring
out new methods to increase energy efficiency and thus decrease the cost and the price, it
may not be hard to believe that they do so only with increasing profits and revenues as
their motivating factors. Thus, a simple qualitative analysis of how revenues and profits
will change when price is decreased might help in understanding which sectors of the
economy and the firms in them will aggressively look for efficiency increasing measures.
In determining the revenue and the profits after a firm decreases the price, the price
elasticity of demand plays a crucial role. The revenue of the firm which is the product of
the price and the quantity will increase only when the percentage increase in quantity is
more than the percentage decrease in the price of the product. Thus for the revenue of the
company to increase after a price cut, the demand should be elastic i.e., the price
elasticity of demand should be more than 1. If otherwise, the firm will suffer a decrease
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Fig 1.5. Effect of demand elasticity on revenue after price cut
In the case of profits, the price elasticity does not play a role in their increase as the
profits for a firm always increases or remains constant whenever the price is decreased.
Thus even for a perfect inelastic demand, the profit will remain unchanged but wont












here the profit is the triangle right above the supply curve.




From these qualitative charts, the price elasticity's effect can be understood. As only an
elastic demand may increase the revenue and the profits for a firm, it is natural to think of
the firms which manufacture or serve products with high price elastic as the ones which
will more aggressively look for potential cost cuts. The incentive to decrease price and
achieve more revenues and profits may drive these firms to look very keenly for
innovating in their energy efficiency. Hence it is natural to think of sectors of the
economy like air travel which have high price elasticity of demand to be having the
highest motivation to increase energy efficiency. On the other hand, sectors like
aluminum production which have highly inelastic demands may not be focusing much on
cost reduction sides. Their marginal benefit by focusing on improving energy efficiency
is low. It is thus expected that major efficiency improvements will appear in sectors of
the economy which have high price elasticity of demand for their products.
Caveats in Price elasticity computation:
Needless to say, price elasticity of demand is an important term in the estimation of
microeconomic rebound. Care is to be taken in choosing the different parameters to be
included and dropped in the model in order to give a precise estimate. During the
computation in this original work, two major assumptions are made:
The first is the assumption that the demand curve can be extrapolated in lower price
regimes and hence, if the price lowers however further, the price elasticity is the same.
This may not be exactly true in the real case. When a very small decrease in the price is
brought about, the demand function may not suffer drastic changes. However if the price
drop is considerable, there may be new groups of customers who will potentially start
using the product or service apart from those regular customers who would have
purchased more than what they had purchased earlier. Thus it may not be too valid to
assume that the demand function is the same for all price ranges. However due to a lack
of data, we are forced to make an assumption and give logical predictions of how the
price elasticity would change if the price drop is high.
For a high enough price drop, the quantity demanded may be more than what the demand
function estimates. Hence the real demand may be even more elastic than predicted. As
an explanatory example, the aluminum elasticity is predicted in the range of -0.07 which
is fairly low and inelastic. It is under the level of prices that the market has seen so far
that this price elasticity has been estimated. If the future price also lies within the bounds
of prices encountered so far, this estimate may be appropriate. However if by drastic
energy efficiency improvements, the price reaches an all time low, then this demand
elasticity may be an underestimate. In that case, a new computation should be performed
after observing the lowered prices and its corresponding consumption, so that the revised
estimate can be given. It is intuitively expected that the obtained revised estimate will
have a higher value as the introduction of newer customers in the market would have
been high. As a result of a higher price elasticity of demand, the rebound effect would
also increase. However in our analysis the rebound effect is not expected to change so
drastically as to change our opinion on the existence of rebound. The present values of
rebound are at the maximum 1-2% in aluminum and 12% maximum in airline industries.
These values may increase slightly but cannot explode past limits due to this error.
Further there are reasons which are to be mentioned later which may decrease the
rebound magnitude further than what is estimated.
As mentioned in the beginning of this part, there were two important assumptions made
in the price elasticity estimation. The first having been mentioned above, the second is
the caveat that this estimate is a short-run elasticity as opposed to a long-run demand
elasticity. The precise time for the market to reach a new equilibrium when prices
decrease is quite difficult to estimate. Certain markets like airline travel etc whose
outputs are consumed directly by the general public, and where there is no costs and
inefficiencies involved in adapting to newer prices, the equilibrium may set in fairly
quickly. However in markets for products such as aluminum, where the customers have
to undergo serious changes for adapting to the new market condition, the equilibrium
may set in only after considerable time. Thus market specific short run elasticity can be
defined as the increase in demand which may be observed in the near future (anywhere
from a period of few months to say 2 years) due to a decrease in the price which is to take
effect today. In contrast the long run elasticity may represent the increase in the demand
that may take place over a period of several years if the price is slashed this day.
In general, it is an acknowledged fact that the long run price elasticity of demand is
higher than the short run price elasticity. It may be easy to understand this scenario as a
decrease in the price today may increase the demand to only a certain extent in the very
near future. However in the long run, the demand increase may be much higher with the
customer base having improved considerably. This phenomenon explains the inherent
non linearity that may be existing in the spending behavior of the market. A much
clearer explanation would be the consideration of the hypothetical case where the price
decrease is brought about and all other conditions are held constant for infinite time. In
this case, the price decrease may trigger consumption increase to almost the full value in
a matter of few months; however the decrease brought about may motivate growth in
demand even after years even when all other parameters are kept constant.
It is to be kept in mind that the present estimates that we have given in this analysis is a
short run estimate and that the long run values may be slightly more. Further there are
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Hence, price elasticity estimates made in our calculation may be quite accurate for goods
which the general public use directly like air travel. However it is expected that the
aluminum production demand elasticity may be slightly more in the long run leading to
higher values of rebound in the long run.
However it is to be appreciated that the currently estimated maximum rebound for
aluminum which is a statistically insignificant 1%, cannot go over the roof to a very high
value as a result of this error.
Effect of fuel price on the value of rebound estimate:
It is a well known fact that the price of fuel is going up in all the economies. It thus
becomes essential to think about how the rebound effect may change in the scenario of
fuel price increases. A mathematical approach to observe the change in the fuel cost to
total cost ratio is used below, in order to find how important the fuel cost will become in
the midst of the total costs in the future.
If the fuel prices increase, the electricity cost for the aluminum producer and the aviation
fuel costs for the airline industry will also increase,
Rebound effect as it may be recalled is dQ/Q* dP/PQ=production, P=price,dP/ P d / rl
eta=efficiency
dP/ P
term is actually half the percentage of revenue that is going towards fuel
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expenditure. Given the increase in fuel costs, we need to find how the term changes
when the fuel price goes up:
Let 'a' be the total cost going towards fuel. 'b' be the total revenue indicating the total
cost, then a/b is the percentage of the total costs going towards fuel
Let 'x' be the incremental increase in the costs going towards fuel. It means that the
present cost towards fuel for making the same quantity is a+x.
As the costs have gone up, the producer will, increase the price to a level such that he
gets back at least the extra cost that he has incurred in the form of increased fuel costs.
Hence he will also charge a price increase such that his revenue now is b+x
The present fuel expenditure to total costs is (a+x)/(b+x)
It is to be noted that 'a' is always less than 'b' as fuel costs cannot exceed the total cost.
Hence we have to compare whether the initial percentage towards fuel costs or the
modified value is higher.
a a+x.
That is, we must compare if - or is greater than the other.b b+x
Let us initially propose that
a a+x
->-+x , then it follows that, a(b+ x) > b(a+ x)
b b+x
ab+ ax> ab+ bx
or and ax > bx
so
So a>b
But it was stated previously that a<b, so the opposite of our initial proposition is only true
which means that,
a a+x
-- < b , or implying that the percentage of total costs towards fuel will be higher whenb b+x
the fuel costs go up.
This implies that in the future when the fuel costs are going to be higher, the percentage
of the total costs going towards fuel will be higher even if the producer charges the price
increase to the consumers.
At this point of time when an efficiency increase is brought about, a much greater price
discount percentage will result. If the same efficiency improvement is brought about
when the fuel price is lower, the price discount would have been lower.
Given the fact that the discount is more when the fuel costs increase, and if we assume
that the price elasticity of demand does not change then, the rebound effect will increase
in the future when the fuel costs increase, even if the other parameters such as, efficiency
improvement rate, price elasticity of demand, etc remain the same.
In the case of aluminum, we need to consider another fact also. Apart from the electricity
and natural gas price increase as part of general fuel price increase, the gasoline price will
also increase. The consumers of aluminum, mainly the automotive sector, choose
aluminum because of the auto fuel efficiency gains that they get. Hence in the wake of a
fuel price increase, the automotive sector may hence become more insensitive towards
the price of aluminum as their choice of aluminum gets justified much more when the
fuels become costlier. The auto sector may not mind an increase in the aluminum price as
their requirement of aluminum becomes indispensable owing to higher auto fuel
efficiency requirements.
Hence this only means that, the price elasticity of demand will become more inelastic.
In a situation like this, where the use of the particular commodity like aluminum is so
closely but indirectly linked with the consumer's fuel efficiency, it becomes difficult to
tell whether the rebound will increase or decrease. This is because in the equation
rebound = dQIQ* dP/P the first term will decrease, and the second term will increase
dP/ P dyq/
when the general fuel prices go up.
But in other services and commodity sectors such as passenger air travel, etc., it can be
concluded with confidence that the rebound will increase when the fuel prices increases
as the price elasticity of demand remains the same but the second term in the equation,
which indicates the percentage of total cost going towards energy increases. As a matter
of fact the rebound values estimated in table 5.4 of chapter 4, which is the time series
representation, have become quite high only in the last few years, as the proportion of
fuel cost in total cost has increased, thanks to the increase in the fuel prices, despite not
too dramatic increases in the quantity consumed.
Macroeconomic rebound effect estimates:
Ever since the time this effect was recognized, its proponents have stressed on the
existence of it in the macro scale. Micro scale effects which may be computed in the firm
level may not be the true depiction of the severity of the effect. However, it was
proposed in the Khazzoom-Brookes postulate that the aggregation of all the microscale
effects may take place in order to give significant rebound effects in macroscale. It now
becomes essential to appreciate the real reason for the blow up of the rebound in the
macroscale when the micro domain estimates are fairly low. There exists an indirect
rebound phenomenon, where the savings acquired due to efficiency improvement in one
sector of the economy will be cycled back or invested in another sector of the economy.
If the sector in which it is invested has a higher energy impact per unit output or more
precisely, if the sector where it is invested has a higher impact for every unit of money
invested, then the rebound effect under economy wide boundaries would be high.
The difficulty in estimating the macroeconomic rebound has been the prediction of how
the spending pattern will be when the costs of the different commodities change relative
to one another, or when the general consumer preference changes. A study conducted by
the Cambridge Centre for Climate Change Mitigation Research(4CMR) in the year 2006
[Ref 1.5], makes an attempt to estimate the macro scale rebound by constructing complex
models for predicting the spending patterns and the allocation of the savings obtained
from efficiency increases in the UK economy.
However it is widely recognized that any such macro scale prediction can be very tedious
and often impossible to compute accurately as the system gets highly unpredictable on
such a scale. In this section of our work, no such numerically precise estimate is tried, or
no attempt is made in the direction of developing a model. Instead, only generic thoughts
are put forward and the qualitative likelihood of the maximum possible system wide
rebound is attempted.
Having understood that macroeconomic rebound includes the money invested in sectors
other than the ones from which money has been saved, and the related consumption
increase due to the macro scale income effect, the maximum possible rebound can occur
when a two conditions are satisfied, 1.high amount of money is saved by efficiency
increases in the sectors which have high monetary spending towards energy expenses, 2.
When all that money is used for buying goods or service which consume a high amount
of energy for every unit of money spent in buying it. These imply that the rebound effect
will be dependent on the net amount of money that has been saved throughout the
economy due to efficiency increases, and also on the sector into which the saved money
is going to cycle back which dictates how much of extra energy the sector will draw
when the money is invested into it.
In general, an example of such a sector would be the electricity generation sector. It is
known that system wide electricity generation has thermal efficiency for fuel to end use
phase of roughly 30%. There are several chances that in the future the efficiency may
increase drastically. The money saved in electricity will also be very high as most of the
cost for the power generation firm will be the energy cost to buy fossil fuel resources, and
the monetary size of the industry by itself is huge. Given these facts, if several sectors
like electricity generation, motor vehicle travel and use, airline travel, aluminum
production, iron and steel production etc obtain considerable energy efficiency increasing
technology, the money saved from all the sectors will sum up to a high amount.
Now that a huge amount of money is left surplus in the hands of the government and the
public, this money will cycle back in several different sectors and it is not necessary that
all that is saved in one sector should come back to the same sector as increased
purchases. The spending pattern over time can be observed and estimates on how much
money will end up where can be made.
However for conceptual simplicity sake, let us assume that the entire saved money will
get cycled back into one single sector which has high energy consumption for every unit
of money spent on it. As examples to such a sector, the electricity generation and airline
travel can be thought of. However it is to be noted that, for gaining as much money, only
these sectors which have high energy cost fractions must have undergone large scale
efficiency improvements. Hence by nature the energy consumption per unit of money
spent in the sector would have decreased after the efficiency improvement. To add to this
all the money saved in this sector together with the money saved in the other sectors are
used for purchasing more of this energy intensive good or service, which in our example
is electricity. If we consider the expenditure towards building of power plants and related
infrastructure to be negligible as it is amortized over a long period of time when
compared to the revenues electricity usage yields, then we can estimate that the cost spent
by the generating firms towards energy resource purchase as 60-70 roughly and the other
expenses will be accounted for by labor and other inputs. Hence the doubling of the
efficiency will lead to a 30-35% saving for the end users if the consumption level is
maintained. Similar huge amounts of money can be saved in other sectors too, and the net
aggregate amount, is assumed to be spent back on buying more electricity.
At this juncture, it is to be recognized that an additional unit of electricity can be offered
to the consumers only under certain conditions of market supply which has its own
supply elasticity. It may not be possible for us to assume that the electricity market has
perfect supply elasticity. Hence using all the saved money, it may not be possible to buy
as much electricity as it is expected assuming that the supply is perfectly elastic. A higher
demand will immediately trigger power shortages and encourage the building of more
facilities and energy resources which may get hard to get when it is required in larger and
larger quantities.
However the analysis should also think on the lines of how the increased income may get
apportioned between the sectors as it is impractical to assume that all the savings reach
the most energy intensive sector. As a result of these practical limitations, the
macroeconomic rebound is often difficult to predict. However it can be told with some
degree of confidence that considerable attention needs to be given to macro scale rebound
as it may not be considered trivial.
The only consoling fact is that, the general analysis of spending patterns in commodity
and service markets show a continuing drift of the US net spending into more of the
services sectors of the economy [Ref 2.5]. Increased spending towards service sectors
rather than manufacturing sectors increases the chances of reducing the energy
expenditure per unit amount of money spent and hence drift more towards decreasing the
macroeconomic rebound possibility.
In concluding this chapter, the different possibilities of the demand elasticity variation
has been discussed and it is generally stated the microeconomic rebound effect will itself
increase in the future in a scenario where lower costs products and services, along with
higher fuel prices will prevail. The significance of the macroeconomic rebound and the
difficulties in estimating them are also discussed.
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Conclusion
In this study we have attempted to draw important conclusions about the presence of
rebound effect in the different sectors of the economy. Although present evidence of the
existence of the direct rebound effect under microeconomic domains is weak, it is
noteworthy to consider macro scale phenomenon as a considerable threat.
However it should be noted that the rebound effect in any sector, be it micro or macro
scale computed, it is impossible for it to completely mask the gains obtained from
improving energy efficiency. This goes to prove that the Khazzoom-Brookes statement
that rebound effect will completely annul the effect of efficiency increase, bears little
truth.
It is to be appreciated that the current increases in energy usage despite efficiency
increases, is not just due to the rebound effect, but also due to the other important factors
such as population and affluence increase. An explosion in population and affluence
undeniably increases the energy usage.
It is also to be noted that any regulatory intervention in the form of applying green taxes
to curb rebound effect or setting cap and trade systems will only slow down economic
progress and decrease in a slump in the economy. Technology with the help of the right
market instruments may be the solution to the problem of ever increasing energy needs,
but intervention from government agencies will only lead to transfer inefficiencies, as the
government may tax the firms for the rebound effect that may stem from their efficiency
improvement induced price decrease. This tax money may be diverted towards greener
investments which decrease the consumption of fossil fuel resources. However in the
process the regulatory agency would have induced various economic inefficiencies and
dead weight losses.
As a further consequence of any such rebound tax, the motivation for firms to innovate in
technological frontiers and increase energy efficiency will be lost as firms will be taxed
in proportion to the cost reduction they create by saving energy. In effect their customers
will not gain by their efficiency increasing measures. Any mandatory efficiency
increasing rules may also not work so well as, the mandates by themselves are set only
based on the possibilities expressed by technologists who strive to increase efficiency.
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Mandates may hence meet with stiff resistance. The most important point to be realized is
that the possibility of rebound completely dominating the gains from efficiency
improvement is highly remote. Hence even if rebound ever exists as a small fraction in
both micro and macro scales, it is only to be considered as a side effect or a small down
side of efficiency improvement. As it may be told in general that every method to solve a
burning global issue has its own effectiveness, it is to be understood that the current
problem of ever increasing energy consumption has efficiency improvement as one of its
key solutions with rebound being the effectiveness limiting side effect to the solution.
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